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Serious games are being more and more deployed in such
diverse areas as public awareness, military training, and
higher education. One of the driving forces behind this stems
from the rapidly growing availability of game technologies,
providing not only better, faster, and more realistic graphics,
physics, and animations, but above all making “the language”
of game development accessible to increasingly more people.
The articles in this special issue are a rich sampling of how
game technology can be creatively put to service within
games for training and education purposes.

The first two articles are focused on simulation applica-
tions. In “SIDH—a game-based architecture for a training
simulator,” Backlund et al. extend the notion of game-
based simulation proposing an architecture for a professional
firefighter training simulator that incorporates novel visual-
ization and interaction modes. The serious game, developed
in cooperation with the government agency responsible for
the training of fire and rescue personnel, is a good example of
how game technology helps making the delicate combination
of engaging level design and carefully tuned learning objec-
tives. In “Experiential learning in vehicle dynamics education
via motion simulation and interactive gaming,” Hulme et al.
present an original methodology developed within their
vehicle dynamics curriculum, incorporating a combination
of driving simulation, motion simulation, and educational
practices into a game-based simulation framework. The
paper also includes a comprehensive evaluation of their
approach in two practical, educational scenarios.

The next two articles describe specific applications of
game technology to serious games aimed at computer
science education. In “An application of game development
framework in higher education,” Wang et al. present their

experiences with an XNA-based game project for teaching
software architecture. The paper also includes a brief survey
and evaluation of game frameworks currently available for
these purposes. On the other hand, in “Towards a seri-
ous game to help students learn computer programming,”
Muratet et al. describe the design and development of a
strategy game aimed at strengthening novice programming
skills, including an interesting discussion on the mapping of
learning objectives into the game play.

Finally, in “Venation skeleton-based modeling plant leaf
wilting,” Lu et al. present an original method for simulating
and visualizing leaf wilting, useful in the domain of biology.
Interestingly, their technique can be applied both in a
didactic setting and within any graphics framework requiring
realistic visualization of natural phenomena.

We believe that serious games will continue to foster
the development of new game technologies, and, conversely,
combining and deploying existing game technology in
novel ways will likely extend and amplify the impact and
innovation achieved by these games in our society.

Rafael Bidarra
Xiaopeng Zhang
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Game-based simulators, sometimes referred to as “lightweight” simulators, have benefits such as flexible technology and economic
feasibility. In this article, we extend the notion of a game-based simulator by introducing multiple screen view and physical
interaction. These features are expected to enhance immersion and fidelity. By utilizing these concepts we have constructed a
training simulator for breathing apparatus entry. Game hardware and software have been used to produce the application. More
important, the application itself is deliberately designed to be a game. Indeed, one important design goal is to create an entertaining
and motivating experience combined with learning goals in order to create a serious game. The system has been evaluated in
cooperation with the Swedish Rescue Services Agency to see which architectural features contribute to perceived fidelity. The
modes of visualization and interaction as well as level design contribute to the usefulness of the system.

Copyright © 2009 P. Backlund et al. This is an open access article distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution License,
which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.

1. Introduction

The firefighter profession is stressful and dangerous, expos-
ing its practitioners physically and psychologically highly
demanding tasks in extreme environments [1]. One of
the most hazardous tasks is to enter a building on fire
and to search for victims. This activity is referred to as
breathing apparatus entry (BAE) and requires a systematic
and thorough scanning of the building where the sight may
be extremely limited due to smoke. This in combination
with the heat from fires forces the firefighters to hold a low
position. When a victim is found, he/she must be dragged
to a safe environment before the search can continue. The
training for BAE is traditionally carried out in training
areas with buildings of different types where victims are
replaced with dummies. These methods have been shown
to be effective but they are not optimal for all situations.
First of all, they are relatively costly as they require trained
instructors and access to a dedicated training area where
each type of environment (e.g., hotel, ship, train, gas station,
etc.) requires a separate physical model. If the same persons
participate in repeated exercises they are likely to become
familiar with these models. Simulator training solves the
problem of students getting familiar with the physical models
as new virtual models are fairly easy to create. Furthermore,
as live training sessions are costly they need to be well

prepared to create high value. Hence, virtual environments
form an effective and efficient complement and preparation
for real-world training [2] in order to increase its quality.

Simulators form a class of systems which emulate the
operational environment, often by means of visual represen-
tations. Various game-based training systems are sometimes
referred to as “lightweight” simulators [3]. Alexander et
al. [3] identify a number of benefits with “lightweight”
simulators and the use of video game engines, some of which
are flexible technology, economy, and user control. The
system presented in this paper extends the concept of game-
based training systems by adding multiple screen view and
a novel interaction mode. These features add to immersion
and increase the feeling of “being there”. One issue in relation
to all sorts of simulator training, and in particular concerning
game-based simulators, is the transfer of skills and abilities to
the real operational environment. Fidelity refers to the extent
which the virtual system emulates the real world and is hence
expected to be an important aspect of the system.

SIDH is a game-based firefighter training simulator
developed in cooperation between the University of Skövde
and the Swedish Rescue Services Agency (SRSA). An impor-
tant property of SIDH, which differentiate it from traditional
simulators, is that it is game-based. Game technology,
hardware, as well as software have been used to produce
the application. More important, the application itself is
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deliberately designed to be a game. Indeed, one important
design goal is to create an entertaining and motivating
experience combined with learning goals. In this way,
learning becomes self-motivating and the system may be
used for off-hour training. SIDH also utilizes multiple screen
view to make the player surrounded by the virtual world and
a novel sensor-based interaction mode to put a physical load
on the player.

The aim of this paper is to report on the architecture of
a game based training simulator for BAE and how its fidelity
is perceived by the users. By this we extend the knowledge
of how game technology can be utilized for serious games
purposes as well as the practical usefulness of such a system.

2. Background

In this section, we give a brief account for our view on
the concept of serious games and serious gaming, that
is, the activity of using games for purposes other than
entertainment. We also summarize previous work on fire-
fighter simulations and give a brief background on Swedish
firefighter training.

2.1. Serious Games. Today, the term serious games is becom-
ing more and more popular (see, e.g., [4, 5]). The term itself
is established, but there is no current singleton definition
of the concept. Zyda [6, page 26] defines a serious game
as follows: “a mental contest, played with a computer in
accordance with specific rules, that uses entertainment to
further government or corporate training, education, health,
public policy, and strategic communication objectives.”
Furthermore, Zyda [6] argues that serious games have
more than just story, art, and software. It is the addition
of pedagogy (activities that educate or instruct, thereby
imparting knowledge or skill) that makes games serious.
However, he also stresses that pedagogy must be subordinate
to story and that the entertainment component comes first.

In our work, we define serious games as games that
engage the user, and contribute to the achievement of a
defined purpose other than pure entertainment (whether or
not the user is consciously aware of it). A game’s purpose
may be formulated by the game’s designer or by the user
her/himself. The desired purpose, that is, a serious game,
can be achieved through a spectrum ranging from the mere
utilization of game technology for nonentertainment pur-
poses to development of specifically designed games for some
nonentertainment purpose or the use and/or adaptation of
commercial games for nonentertainment purposes, which
means that also a commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) game,
used for nonentertainment purposes, may be considered a
serious game. We also propose that any combination of the
above would constitute a feasible way to achieve the desired
effect.

Serious games can be applied to a broad spectrum
of application areas, for example, defense, government,
healthcare, marketing and communications, education, and
corporate and industry [4]. A question of interest concerns
the claimed positive effects of such games, or of applications

from related and sometimes overlapping areas such as e-
learning, edutainment, game-based learning, and digital
game-based learning. In addition to obvious advantages, like
allowing learners to experience situations that are impossible
in the real world for reasons of safety, cost, time, and so
on [7, 8], serious games, it is argued, can have positive
impacts on the players’ development of certain skills. We
also note that some of these positive effects of gaming
are not necessarily associated with any specific training or
information objectives. As discussed by Mitchell and Savill-
Smith [9], analytical and spatial skills, strategic skills and
insight, learning and recollection capabilities, psychomotor
skills, visual selective attention, and so on, may be enhanced
by playing computer games. Other reports [10] have also
pointed out the positive effects on motor and spatial skills.
More specific positive impacts have been reported, for
example, by Enochsson et al. [11], who found a positive
correlation between experience in computer games and
performance in endoscopic simulation by medical students.
The better performance of gamers is attributed to their three-
dimensional perception experience from computer gaming.
The positive effects of games may hence be further utilized
if we can identify the correct content and accurately exploit
the user’s experience as a driving force for developing
serious games. Swartout and van Lent [12] identify the
areas of experience-based systems and experience-based
education as potentially benefiting from such a game-based
approach. The general idea is to influence users by exposing
them to some type of experience. Even though gaming is
not a replacement for simulation, it may well serve as a
complement in some regards [13]. In this sense we find
the intersection between gaming and simulation to be an
interesting one.

2.2. Immersive Visualization. There are several ways of
visualizing virtual worlds in order to offer a more immersive
experience to the viewer than can be achieved using ordi-
nary computer displays. The choice of visualization system
depends on in what purpose it will be used and, what
resources in terms of time, space, and finances are available.

The term head-mounted display (HMD) is used on a
category of visualization systems which presents a virtual
world directly in front of the viewer’s eyes, via one or two
small displays. Used with a head tracking system the viewer
is able to look at different parts of the world by turning
his/her head. There are many different types of HMDs in
the market, for instance helmets, goggles, and lightweight
glasses. There are also a number of features which may be
supported by an HMD device, such as stereoscopic vision
and semitransparent displays. A common property of HMDs
is, however, relatively low resolution and a small field of view.

A CAVE is an, usually supercomputer-based, environ-
ment for visualization of, and interaction with virtual models
and worlds. The first CAVE Automatic Virtual Environment
(CAVE) was developed by Electronic Visualization Labora-
tory [14]. The purpose was to build a system for scientific
visualization, with high demands on performance [15]. The
original CAVE had three walls, consisting of screens for rear
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projection, and measures 2.5×2.5×2.5 meters. On the walls
and the floor, stereoscopic scenes are presented for a viewer
whose head movements are tracked in order to correct the
projection in real time. The viewer is also able to interact
with the virtual world, for instance, by using a special glove.
Several variations of CAVE have been built since 1991. One
example is the six-sided VR-CUBE which was built at the
Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm in 1998 [16].
Here the viewer is completely surrounded by video and audio
from the virtual world—in all directions.

2.3. Virtual Environments for Firefighter Training. The SRSA
is the government authority responsible for the training of
fire and rescue operatives. All municipal fire and rescue
services staff are trained and certified by the SRSA. BAE
is one of the tasks a firefighter has to perform. It is of
crucial importance that the firefighter can remain orientated
with very limited or no vision in a building. Traditionally
the firefighter students practice search methods with and
without smoke in different physical buildings.

As firefighters have to handle extreme tasks there is a
continuous need to develop training programs to prepare for
such tasks [17]. There exist a number of reports of the use of
virtual environments for firefighter training in the literature.

Tate et al. [2] present a study where a virtual environment
training system was used to prepare shipboard firefighters for
a mission. The virtual environment allowed users, equipped
with an HMD device, to navigate in a 3D model of the
ex-USS Shadwell fire research and test ship. A group of
12 trained firefighters participated in a study where their
performance in a firefighting training mission was evaluated.
Half the group was offered traditional mission preparation
and the other half prepared using the virtual environment.
The result of the evaluation showed that the second group
had a better performance than the group using traditional
preparation.

In a different study, Julien and Shaw [18] present a virtual
firefighter command training environment which allows its
users to inspect a house on fire and to command virtual
firefighters. The fire is extinguished by issuing the correct
sequence of commands to the firefighters. Perdigau et al. [19]
present an application for managing virtual reality scenarios
and their main scenario is a firefighter training simulation
used for crisis situations training and understanding.

There are also examples of commercial simulation soft-
ware used for firefighter training. The tactical command
trainer is a tool from VectorCommand Ltd. [20] which allows
users to train emergency management.

2.4. Fidelity in Games and Visualization. Buy-in, that is, how
a person recognizes that an experience is relevant for their
training is related to the amount of fidelity and perceived
realism. It is often thought that high fidelity and realism will
increase the chances of buy-in. Alexander et al. [3] describe
how realism can be perceived important even though it has
no particular bearing on the task to be trained.

Fidelity and transfer are crucial factors in simulation
training. The fidelity aspect implies that the necessary level

of fidelity in a simulator must be compared with the training
goals. A low level of fidelity can be sufficient when the
simulation training is part of a larger context; whereas a high
level of fidelity is needed when the training goals includes
features that are too dangerous or to expensive to practice
in real life [21]. Fidelity can be divided in to three categories:
physical, functional, and psychological fidelity. Physical fidelity
is defined as the degree to which the physical simulation
looks, sounds, and feels like the operational environment
in terms of visual displays, controls, and audio. Functional
fidelity is defined as the degree to which the simulation
acts like the operational equipment in reacting to the tasks
executed by the trainee. Psychological fidelity is the degree
to which the simulation replicates the psychological factors
(i.e., stress, fear) experienced in the real-world environment,
and engaging the trainee in the same manner as the actual
equipment would in the real world [3].

A major issue concerning simulation training or game-
based training is about the absence of a surrounding context
where the knowledge will be used. According to Alexander
et al. [3], it is a fact that real environments create stress and
excitement that cannot be recreated in a virtual environment.
When it comes to learning new abilities it can some times
be necessary to try to reach the same levels of stress and
excitement in the simulator as in the “real” world. If we
could reach this relationship it would be named as high
psychological fidelity. Alexander et al. [3], also claim, in
connection to this line of argument, that both negative stress
and positive stress are shown to improve retain and transfer
of knowledge from the virtual environment to the “real”
world. In a study of game-based training and its effects on
American soldiers made by Morris et al. [22], it emerged
that soldiers who where exposed to stress during the military
training performed better in a “real” situation, than the
soldiers who where not exposed to stress. In fact the group
that was exposed to stress got considerably higher points
during the following practice. The higher points were due
to the fact that they managed to administer time better and
they also avoided enemy fire to a higher extent.

Concerning fidelity, there is a focus on what is needed
in terms of complexity and graphic realism and how the
users will be able to use the things they learn in the virtual
reality situation in the “real” world. According to Linderoth
[23], this means that fidelity and transfer covary. Within the
fidelity element there is a relationship between functional,
physical, and psychological fidelity. Functional and physical
fidelity form the largest impact on the transfer element.
Psychological fidelity is defined after how well the simulator
can recreate the psychological factors, that is, stress and fear,
which the user later will meet in the “real” world [3]. The
psychological fidelity has a rather small amount of impact
on the transfer element since it is a rather abstract element.

3. SIDH: An Architecture for
a Game-Based Simulator

The main goal with SIDH was to develop a cave-based
simulator game for training some aspects of BAE. The
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Figure 1: Schematic view of the cave.

project was carried out by expertise in game development
and serious games, in close cooperation with expertise in
firefighter training from SRSA. The game is not intended
to replace conventional training, but rather to be used as a
complement with focus on search strategies and ability to
orient in unknown premises.

The game is to resemble real-world BAE in as many
aspects as possible. This means that the player’s task is to
completely search different premises, with higher or lower
complexity of the architecture, and rescue any persons inside.
It should be possible to fill the premises with smoke, which,
similar to real smoke, should be thinner close to the floor
than close to the roof. The player should also be exposed
to heat and physical and psychological stresses, which are
characteristic parts of BAE. Furthermore, in respect of the
educational purpose, it is crucial to record the player’s
actions during a game session for later analysis.

To reduce overhead time in the developing process, it was
decided that the game was to be developed as a modification
of a COTS game. In this way, the developers can focus
on game content and specific features without first having
to create an infrastructure from scratch. A feasibility study
was committed in order to choose one of three common
games—FarCry, Quake2, and Half-Life 2. All candidates
were successfully modified to run in the cave environment.
However, due to the realistic indoor environments and the
ease of use of the level editor, Half-Life 2 was chosen as a
platform for SIDH.

3.1. Cave Visualization. The cave is constructed from stan-
dard consumer electronics components. The purpose is to
create a flexible environment for 360 degrees visualizations
of, for example, games and films. The four walls are each
160 cm wide and 210 cm high. The upper 120 cm of the
walls consists of screens for rear projection. Each screen
is projected by a standard LCD projector, connected to a
PC (Figure 1). These computers are interconnected in an
Ethernet network together with another computer which acts
as a server. All five computers are standard gaming PCs with
regular graphics cards. The internal sound card of the server
has been complemented with an external 5.1 sound card
which delivers sound to four loudspeakers, one in each of the
corners of the cave (Figure 1).

Half-Life 2 [24] is a multiplayer game which means
that there is native network functionality for distributing
information about the current state of the game objects.
When playing a multiplayer game, one of the computers
acts as a server responsible for controlling and synchronizing
the progress of the game. When a server is running other
computers in the network are able to connect and thereby
become participating instances of the game running on the
server.

When playing SIDH in the cave, the actual game, that
is, the instance responsible for player input and game logic,
is running on the server computer. The task of the four-
client-computers is to visualize the game running on the
server, why the clients always have to be updated about
the player’s position and the state of the world. To achieve
this, a native multiplayer feature called spectator mode
is used. The original purpose of this feature is to make
it possible for connected, but nonparticipating, clients to
automatically follow and observe an active player. In that
manner, the instances of the game running on the cave
computers are observers, following the player on the server
and hence showing the same view as the server without
actually interacting with the game. The screens of the cave are
however not to be clones of the server screen. Instead, they
should present the world in four different directions, one
direction for each screen, with the same origin as the server
player. In the implementation, the game view is defined by a
camera which acts as the eyes of the player (or the spectator).
The position and orientation of this camera decides what
is shown on the screen. By setting the orientation of a
client’s camera to a certain fixed direction, the client view
will always show the world from that angle, regardless of
the player orientation. Each view is thus rotated 90 degrees
with respect to the adjacent screens. To produce the final 360
degree projection in the cave, the field-of-view (FOV) for the
cameras was adjusted to 90 degrees. This is important since
two adjacent views will overlap with a greater FOV value, and
with a lesser value all parts of the world will not be visible at
the same time.

3.2. Interaction Model. One of the goals with SIDH has been
to make the player’s interaction with the game as natural as
possible. The player has to be able to move and look around
in the virtual world, crouching as well as in a raised position.
Moreover, it has to be possible to pick up and drop victims
and control the game flow.

3.2.1. Navigation. One problem with navigating in a cave
environment is the lack of obvious directions in terms of
forward, backward, left, and right. Normally, when playing
a first-person game, forward is defined by the center of the
display, that is, the direction in which the player is currently
looking. Pressing the forward key on the keyboard will always
move the player in the desired direction since the world is
rotating around the player and the keyboard. In the cave,
however, it is not possible to use a single forward key since
the directions are fixed to the real world. Hence, in order
to decide what direction is forward for a cave player it is
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Figure 2: The string of the GameTrak (top right) is attached to the
fogfighter nozzle (bottom right). N.B., only one of the GameTrak’s
[25] two controls is used.

necessary for the software to keep track of the player’s current
orientation. In SIDH, this problem is solved by using a
GameTrak [25], which is an USB device working as a joystick
with a string to pull as Z-axis. The GameTrak [25] is placed
centered in the top of the cave, top down, with the string
attached to the fogfighter nozzle (Figure 2). In this way, the
nozzle’s position in 3D space can be calculated. Since there
may be some discrepancy between the direction expected
by the player and the calculated direction (due to player
deviation from the center of the cave), the calculated forward
direction is visualized as a marker on the screens.

SIDH also calculates the nozzle’s distance to the floor
in order to decide whether the player is crouching (to
increase the sight in smoke-filled areas) or not. Since a low
position is depending on the player’s height, the crouching
threshold is dynamically adapted based on the highest nozzle
position recorded during a mission. The information about
the distance to the floor is also used to record so called
markings. A marking is done by touching the floor with the
nozzle, and is an action with different meanings in different
phases of the game:

(i) to start the game in the beginning of a level,

(ii) to pick up found victims,

(iii) to drop rescued victims,

(iv) to confirm a completed search task.

3.2.2. Movement. For the player to be able to move inside
the cave, a device named Stepometer has been developed.
The idea with the Stepometer is that the player moves
forward in the game by walking or running on the spot. The
device consists of two accelerometer-based sensors which are
attached to the player’s feet, and a central unit processing the
sensor signals and reporting steps to the server computer.
The central unit is based on the Atmega8 microprocessor
which, among other advantages, has native support for
RS232 serial communication. The Stepometer is using this
protocol over Bluetooth for wireless communication with the
server computer.

A physical-based model is used to compute the speed,
v, of the player. The updating of player speed is handled in
the main loop of the game and the delay since last update
is given by dt. For each update, the algorithm determines if
the player has taken a step since last update, denoted with s.
With s=1 the player has taken a step and with s=0 no step
has been taken. The Stepometer has a sensor for each leg and
the player has to alternate between left and right leg for the
steps to be recorded. For each recorded step, the player speed
is increased with an impulse, Istep, which is computed based
on the players speed:

Istep = Imax − k1 ∗v where k1 is a constant. (1)

This means that speed will increase quickly when the
player starts to move, but as the speed increases each step
will give a smaller and smaller contribution. The maximum
speed of a player is hence given by Imax/k1.

The player speed is, in addition, decreased by a damping
force, Idamp, proportional to the delay since the last step,
denoted tprev. The damping is given by

Idamp = tprev
2∗ k2∗ dt where k2 is a constant. (2)

The quadratic nature of Idamp implies that the damping
is very low when steps are frequent but the damping grows
quickly when the player stops moving. The speed is never
allowed to become negative.

Combining the above, the speed is updated according to
the following formula:

v(t+dt) = max
[
0, s∗(Imax − k1 ∗vt

)
+ tprev

2 ∗k2 ∗dt
]
. (3)

When the player is crouching the speed is divided by
2, which means that the step frequency has to be higher
compared to when in a raised position, in order to keep up
the speed. When carrying a victim, the speed is divided by
4, why the step frequency has to be very high for the player
to advance forward. This results in a significant increase of
the physical strain, in analogy with carrying a victim in a real
situation.

3.2.3. BAE Gear. Since the interaction is not depending on
any fine motor activity, it is possible to let the SIDH player
play the game using the same equipment as in BAE, that
is, coat, trousers, gloves, boots, helmet, and air mask. Due
to the look, feel, and smell of the equipment this may be
used to increase the player’s sense of realism. Since heat has
a great influence on both physical and psychological stress
during BAE, there was initially a discussion about placing
infrared heaters on top of the cave. This would result in
a realistic heat distribution which would force the player
to crouch in order to decrease heat exposure. However,
the computers and the projectors produced enough heat to
make the room uncomfortably hot. This temperature and the
fact that the equipment preserved the body heat (resulting
from the player’s physical effort) led to the decision that
adding more heat would be a disadvantage concerning the
entertaining aspects of the game.
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The air mask (Figure 3) is equipped with a radio receiver
through which instructions from the virtual instructor is
presented. To avoid interfering with the radio frequencies
used by SRSA, the original radio system is replaced by two
budget walkie-talkies. The other walkie-talkie works as a
transmitter, which is connected to the internal sound card
of the server. A slight modification of the software makes it
possible to direct the voice of the instructor to this sound
card, while all other sound effects are played back in the
regular sound system.

3.3. Level Design. The levels for SIDH have been created
in the Hammer world editor which is included in the
Half Life 2 edition [24]. The Hammer world editor is a
powerful tool. Apart from facilities for easy creation and
texturing of elementary building blocks such as walls, floors,
roofs, and ceilings the editor also gives access to a number
of prefabricated models of humans, furniture, and other
furnishing items. The prefabricated items have facilitated
development work by reducing the number of specific
models necessary to create for SIDH. Furthermore, the editor
supports the manipulation of light, sound, smoke, and fire to
alter environments.

The game flow is controlled by timers and triggers.
Triggers are invisible objects which can be used to activate
other objects or events such as, for example, a fire to flare or
a new level to start. As an example, a trigger may be activated
when the player approaches it. All levels in the SIDH game
must have a specific setup of triggers and timers to handle
the game flow. Important elements to game functionality
are recycled in all levels, thus reducing the overhead when
creating new tracks.

13 different levels (Table 1) have been developed in close
cooperation with the SRSA. There is also a tutorial in
which the player gets to learn the game and the interaction
mode and two bonus levels. The game covers a variety of
flats, warehouses, shops, and industry facilities to provide
a relevant sample of environments for rescue personnel to
train in. Each level provides new challenges with respect to
size, complexity, and smoke. The difficulty is also increased
by shorter time limits and the degree of harm made to the
player by smoke and fire. Furthermore, the game provides
challenges in terms of unexpected situations, such as victims
hidden in closets and rooms difficult to locate. Other
elements of stress are alarms, sirens, screaming victims, and
explosions.

Each level starts with a female virtual instructor intro-
ducing the game task. The virtual instructor’s voice is
personified by an instructor from the SRSA, and the texture
of the prefabricated models has been modified to resemble a
real rescue personnel outfit. Each level ends in a debriefing
room (Figure 4) where the player receives oral and visual
feedback concerning his/her result.

A level is completed when all rooms and areas have been
scanned and all victims rescued within time limit and with
preserved player stamina. If the result is unsatisfying, the
virtual instructor will inform the player of this and the player
gets a new chance. The number of trials on each level is

Figure 3: Air mask with radio unit.

Figure 4: The debriefing room. The board presents achieved score
and an overview of the premises. The bright fields in the map
represent areas visited by the player.

maximized to three in order to expose the player to a variety
of environments.

When a level is successfully completed the player will get
a score based on the proportion of the facilities that has been
searched, time spent on the task, and whether it was the first,
second, or third trial. If the area covered by the search exceeds
90%, the player will be awarded a star bonus which will also
generate a bonus score on the following level.

3.4. Source Modification. Besides implementing cave visual-
ization and the interaction model, the source code had to be
modified in order to implement required features and the
specialized game flow. An example of such a modification
is concerning the player’s health level, which is constantly
decreasing when acting in smoke-filled areas. When the
player is in the room where the instructor is, that is, outside
the hostile premises, the health level is recharged.

Furthermore, a supervising feature had to be imple-
mented. SIDH is using the game engine’s native functionality
for recording metadata of a game to a file. This makes it
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Table 1: Game levels and their learning objectives.

Level Description Objective

0 Tutorial To handle the interaction model and game goals

1 Two-room apartment To get a first contact with the game

2 Club building To realize that time is limited

3 Garage To realize the advantage of crouching in smoke-filled areas

4 Bonus level To get a break

5 One-room apartment To look in closets

6 Youth hostel To handle large number of rooms

7 Office space To handle complex corridor architecture, closet

8 Grocery store To handle areas divided by shelves

9 Three-room apartment To handle heavy fire, closet, and limited time

10 Large apartment To handle extremely limited sight in complex architecture

11 Basement storage area To handle fenced areas filled with junk

12 Four-room apartment To handle doors at unexpected positions

13 Hotel corridor To handle numerous identical doors

14 Butcher shop To handle veiled areas

15 Bonus level To finish the game

possible to review the game exactly as it appeared on the
screen when played. Hence, the feature works like screen
capture except that the recording does not contain any image
data, which requires a lot more storage space. The compact
format allows SIDH to record every game without instantly
filling the hard disk.

In addition to the native recording feature, a more
specific logging functionality concerning the state and the
activities of the player has been implemented. The player’s
position, orientation, and health level are logged ten times
per second, and the markings are logged when committed.
Together with information about the level geometry, this
data is processed by an external tool which has been
developed. This tool creates an orthographic image which
shows not only what parts of the level the player has visited
but also what parts actually have been seen. The algorithm
for deciding the player’s sight is based on information about
the player’s orientation, if there is smoke at the current
position, the density of the smoke, and if the player is
crouching or not. The image created is loaded into the game
as a texture which is shown in the debrief room described
above. The tool can also be used standalone to present an
orthographic animation of the player’s actions during the
game.

It is worth mentioning that the modifications regarding
interaction and cave visualization are implemented as addi-
tions to the original game features. Hence, it is possible to
play SIDH on a single PC using standard input devices.

4. Fidelity in SIDH

This section reports on the results of an analysis of the
perceived usefulness of the game as a training tool with
respect to its fidelity. Data was collected from 32 students and
one teacher during spring of 2008. The students participated
in two questionnaires; the first one asked them about

their expectations on simulator training and the second
one captured their opinion after the simulator session. We
observed training sessions for 11 students and carried out
interviews with 10 students. Finally, the teacher in charge of
the training sessions was interviewed. All data was compiled
and we used a qualitative analysis approach to categorize
it [26]. We focus on the aspect of fidelity even though
complementary data was collected.

In the first questionnaire we asked a set of general
questions concerning general data such as age and gender.
We also asked the following questions (translated from
Swedish). “How much do you play computer games on
your spare time? How big is your experience from computer
games? Do you think that it is possible to learn things from
computer games? What is your prior knowledge of BAE
entry? What is your prior knowledge of simulator training?
In what ways do you think that simulator training can affect
your performance in live exercises? In what other ways do
you think that games and simulators can be used in your
training?”

In the follow-up questionnaire: we asked the students
questions about how their perception of the concept had
changed. We also asked the following questions about
their perception of the sessions and the usefulness of the
simulator (translated form Swedish). “To what extent is
fidelity important for the simulator to be useful? In which
situations should simulator training be used? Would you
consider using the simulator off-hours? What did you learn
from your sessions? Did you learn anything which was useful
during the live exercises? Do you think that the effect would
be the same form playing in a single screen mode on a PC?
What is the teacher’s role during simulator training?”

The interviews were carried out following an interview
guide which was adapted depending on the answers from
the questionnaire. The questions concerned the participants’
opinions on transfer (i.e., to what extent can knowledge from
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Table 2: Architectural features of SIDH.

Cave
visualization

– Flexible system wrt screens and software

– Utilizing native functionality in software

Interaction
model

– Fixed-based system

– Track of current orientation and distance from
ceiling

– Stepometer with Bluetooth communication

– Physical-based model to compute speed

– Original task equipment (including radio
communication)

Level design
– Utilizes native editor

– Timers and triggers to control game flow

– Levels with distinct learning objectives

Source mod
– Expanding native functionality to better suit the
training task

Table 3: Fidelity of SIDH features.

Physical
fidelity

– Visualization and immersion by multiple screens

– Fixed-based system navigation

– Physical strain

– Smoke behavior requiring low position

Psychological
fidelity

– Stress

– Time pressure

– Resource management

Functional
fidelity

– Search strategies

the simulator sessions be transferred to other situations?);
fidelity (i.e., how did the participants perceive the simulator
sessions with respect to the fidelity measures identified?),
and motivation (i.e., in what ways can games and simulators
affect motivation for training in a general sense?).

Fidelity is perceived to be a crucial part for the learning
aspect and a high level of fidelity is necessary for the
simulator to work in a proper way. We also claim that there
is a connection between the construction of the simulator
and what level of seriousness it will be perceived to have.
One student argued that the higher the fidelity, the higher
is the chance to learn something properly. Another student
argues that a high level of fidelity supports the learning since
it constitutes a chance to operate in a “close to real life”
environment. In general, there was a positive perception of
SIDH in terms of graphical appearance, sound, and user
interaction. However, the teacher, being more conscious
about the limitations of fidelity, was more inclined to see it as
a complementary tool to live training. He highlights the fact
that SIDH is useful to mediate search strategies for different
types of environments.

The psychological strain was an important learning
factor during the simulator training sessions. The students
maintained that they learned how they, as individuals, react
under stress and time pressure, and that the simulator
sessions require concentration and presence of mind. Our
findings also indicate that the simulator sessions require the

person to be structured and calm during the minutes that
they spend in the simulator. This is one important aspect of
correctly carrying out a search strategy. Hence, our results
indicate psychological fidelity in that the simulator recreates
some of the stress and time pressure present in the original
task. Game features, such as time pressure and pressure of
saving lives, may hence be utilized to increase psychological
fidelity.

One student suggested that simulator sessions should be
used between the theoretical parts of the course and live
training. He claimed that by doing this the student would
be given a smoother transitional stage between the two
parts. From a pedagogical perspective it makes sense that
the students prepare for live training in order to increase
its quality. This approach helps the students to get better
results in live training since they got a chance to practice the
procedure (i.e., technique for scanning a fire area) in virtual
reality first. The majority of the students also claimed that
the foremost thing they had learned in the simulator was a
strategy for scanning a fire area.

The generation of smoke in SIDH has some resemblance
to real smoke behavior [27]. The smoke will actually fill
the room from the ceiling and down making it necessary to
crouch in order to get a better view. Even though visually
similar some of the participants commented negatively on
the naturalness of the smoke claiming that sight was actually
too good. One potentially negative aspect of this is that the
students tend to trust visual stimuli at the expense of tactile
stimuli, which is actually a poor strategy in many cases.

SIDH is a fix-based system with multiple screens which
means that the virtual world is fixed and the player uses
her/his sense of direction to navigate as opposed to a
single-screen solution where the player sits still and the
virtual world rotates. This feature, to some extent, adds to
immersion. A majority of the observed participants felt a
sense of misdirection and got lost.

The interaction mode of SIDH adds to the physical
fidelity to some extent as game sessions become physically
straining. The current version of SIDH does not utilize
heat which would add to physical fidelity. However, as the
participants wore full turn-out gear during the experiment
some similarity to the real task was achieved. A majority of
the participants experienced physical strain.

5. Conclusion

The main contribution from the presented work is a
training simulator with good enough fidelity developed with
relatively simple means. We have demonstrated the feasibility
and usefulness of an architecture for a game-based immersive
training simulator (Table 2). The novel interaction mode
adds to immersion by introducing physical aspects into the
game. We have also shown that inherent game functionality
can be used and extended to create a variety of levels
with distinct learning goals. Specific logging functionality
concerning the state and the activities of the player has been
implemented. This feature adds to the pedagogical usefulness
of the system.
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SIDH is a firefighter training game, which, according to
personnel and students of SRSA, is entertaining as well as
effective regarding learning of the intended tasks [28].

One important aspect of the usefulness of a game-based
simulator is the level of fidelity. It is important that the
fidelity is in line with the intentions of how the simulator
should be used. A reasonable level of fidelity is enough in
situations where the (game-based) simulator constitutes a
complement to other exercises. This is the situation with
SIDH. Its main goal is to teach search strategies, that is, a
demarcated part of the entire BAE task. Table 3 sums up how
fidelity was perceived.

The focus on search strategies and the ability to orient
in unknown premises were regarded as the most important
gains from simulator training, due to the limited possibility
of varying physical premises in the real world. Using the
Hammer world editor to create premises for SIDH, the
options are virtually unlimited.
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1. Introduction

The field of vehicle dynamics has the advantage that every
student has either driven or been a passenger in an auto-
mobile. For most students, traveling in an automobile has
been a regular occurrence for their entire lives. Thus, vehicle
motions are inherently familiar to the student. Also, with 30
million vehicles being manufactured each year worldwide,
advances in computing technology and electromechanical
systems have expanded the influence engineers have over the
stability and control of vehicle dynamics. In the field of auto-
motive engineering, while a well-designed passive vehicle is
still necessary, augmenting systems such as antilock brakes,
electronic skid prevention, yaw control, active differentials,
and similar systems improve safety and performance over
passive designs. This increased control over the automobile
will soon be inseparable from the increased complexity of the
subsystems, all of which will combine to determine handling
characteristics of the automobile. As a result, engineers are
increasingly turning to simulation and virtual prototyping,

rather than physical prototyping, to explore new design
concepts. As the usage of simulation increases, the demand
for students with hands-on experience in configuring and
executing simulation-based research will also increase.

The most authentic experience in vehicle dynamics
education would be to have students drive real automobiles,
perform specific driving maneuvers, use on-board instru-
mentation to collect vehicle data and modify the vehicle
to see resulting changes in its characteristics. While not
impossible, concerns about cost, time, space, safety, and
weather constraints make this impractical at most schools.
An alternative solution is to make use of a simulated environ-
ment. Many students have already experienced controlling a
sophisticated driving simulation environment in the form of
a driving game like Gran Turismo 4 [1] or Race Pro [2], but
do not associate the gaming environment with the models
and equations that engineers use in designing a vehicle.

This paper presents the development and evaluation of
a learning environment that provides a game-based context
for vehicle dynamics education. While driving game-based
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approaches have been developed for mental health, driver
workload, and rehabilitation applications, gaming-based
contexts have not been used in vehicle dynamics education.
The presented work describes an innovative methodology
for coupling gaming, motion simulation, and educational
practices together in a cohesive pedagogical approach.

The project’s theoretical underpinnings are based on
situated learning where new educational material is pre-
sented in an authentic context, and social interaction and
collaboration are required for learning to occur. Through
a learner-centered approach, students use a physical sim-
ulation and large-scale visualization in a gaming-inspired
format to discover the impact that design decisions have on
a dynamic system.

While incorporating a gaming environment may intu-
itively make sense from the perspective of creating a more
engaging experience for students, not all engaging expe-
riences are educational. A pedagogical basis must first be
developed for including a gaming-based learning environ-
ment in an engineering course. In Section 2 of the paper,
the educational motivation for the work is presented, along
with the pedagogy that supports the development of the
framework. The development of serious games is presented
in Section 3, providing a background for the development
of the gaming context for vehicle dynamics education.
The learning environment, core methodology, and accom-
panying gaming infrastructure are detailed in Section 4.
Section 5 presents the incorporation of the simulation game
environment into two upper-level mechanical engineering
courses, including assessments about the impact of the
experience on the students. The paper is concluded with a
set of collective insights and conclusions.

2. Experiential Learning

Relating theoretical and analytical results to real-world
phenomena is one of the most difficult tasks in education.
While text, equations, diagrams, and graphs are an efficient
means of presenting large amounts of information, such
representations are necessarily abstractions of reality. A sig-
nificant part of a student’s learning process is learning how to
transform these abstractions into knowledge that will allow
them to applying their understanding to real-world products
and systems. Many attempts to cross this gap are used
by educators, including in-class demonstrations, laboratory
experiments, videos, and computer graphic simulations [3–
6]. In a study of the application of information technology
to education, the President’s Information Technology Advi-
sory Council (PITAC) recommended the development of
technologies for education and training that use simulation,
visualization, and gaming to actively engage students in the
learning experience [7]. In the same report, PITAC also
recommended the development of educational experiences
that provide learners with access to world-class facilities and
experiences using either actual or simulated devices.

The serious gaming approach presented in this paper
concentrates on developing an innovative means of incorpo-
rating items from the accreditation criteria to assist in the

development of educational experiences that will translate
well to industrial application [8]:

(i) an ability to apply knowledge of mathematics, sci-
ence, and engineering;

(ii) an ability to design and conduct experiments as well
as to analyze and interpret data;

(iii) an ability to identify, formulate, and solve engineer-
ing problems;

(iv) an ability to use the techniques, skills, and modern
engineering tools necessary for engineering practice.

In addition to the guidance of the accrediting body, the
National Survey of Student Engagement (NSEE) provides
an opportunity for senior college students to evaluate their
educational experience against five benchmarks [9].

(i) Level of Academic Challenge: challenging intellectual
and creative work is central to student learning.

(ii) Student-Faculty Interaction: contact with professors
offers students an opportunity to see how experts
think about and solve practical problems.

(iii) Active and Collaborative Learning: students learn
more when intensely involved in the educational
process and are encouraged to apply their knowledge
in many situations.

(iv) Supportive Campus Environment: students perform
better when their college is committed to their success
and cultivates positive social relationships among
different groups of people.

(v) Enriching Educational Experiences: learning oppor-
tunities inside and outside classroom (diversity,
technology, collaboration, internships, community
service, capstones) enhance learning.

These points of guidance emphasize the need for students to
not only study, but also to practice the application of their
knowledge in an active manner that is similar to what they
will experience after college. One approach to provide these
experiences is simulation, which enables practicing engineers
to determine the performance of a design before the system is
actually constructed. Consequently, an engineer may explore
the merits of alternative designs without physically building
the system, significantly reducing the cost of designing a
product. Many opportunities exist in engineering education
to mimic how engineers in industry have increasingly turned
to simulation in product and systems design processes.

However, the use of simulation does not ensure student
engagement. In order to provide an engaging experience for
students to learn in an educational context, the simulation
must be developed with student engagement in mind. Differ-
ent types of simulators can be effective in teaching, training,
or demonstrating design concepts to students. Computer
graphics-based simulators that display the simulated system
provide the user with a meaningful understanding of the
system’s behavior. Physical simulation tools, such as motion
simulators, augment the display of graphical information
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with physical motion, providing learners with immediate
feedback when designing dynamic systems and the opportu-
nity to both see and experience the impact of their decisions
first hand. Many students are already familiar with computer
games that are based on physically accurate physics engines
and high-fidelity graphics and have the ability to adjust some
parameters of the underlying simulation. In this situation,
students may adjust parameters, but not experience any
lasting learning. A successful pedagogy will couple authentic
experiences for a student along with support from an
instructor to promote lasting learning.

While serious gaming could be applied to a number
of engineering courses, vehicle dynamics education was
identified as an area with high potential for the development
of a simulation game-based learning environment. Designers
of automotive vehicles often use motion simulation to help
overcome difficulties in the development of new vehicle
designs. Creating a prototype vehicle is costly and controlling
environmental conditions is difficult, if not impossible. One
alternative is to simulate the vehicle dynamics through the
use of a motion platform. Developing a serious game for
vehicle dynamics education would provide learners with an
authentic engineering experience in an engaging and relat-
able manner. The next section provides some background of
the evolution of games and their use as educational tools.

3. Serious Gaming for Education

Video games and gaming systems have increasingly been
found in applications more diverse than just entertainment,
including use in training, education, research, and simula-
tion. This emerging field of Serious Games (e.g., [10, 11])
is intended to provide an environment for an accurate and
an engaging context within which to motivate participants
beyond the capability of conventional approaches.

Though individual researchers may each have different
definitions for the term “Serious Games”, various widely-
accepted subclassifications of the genre exist. Of particular
interest for the research at hand are two such classifications:
(a) games-based learning, and (b) simulation games. Prensky
[12] develops the classification of Games-Based Learning
as “games with defined learning outcomes” and games that
“are designed to balance subject matter with game-play, and
the ability of the player to retain and apply the subject
matter to the real world.” Ruohomaki [13] classifies a game
that “mixes skill, strategy, and chance to simulate some
aspect of reality” as a Simulation Game. The Simulation
Game classification has numerous relevant subclasses of
its own, including “vehicle simulation” (i.e., providing a
participant with a realistic interpretation of operating a
vehicle, such as an automobile), and even more specifically,
“racing games” (e.g., first- or third-person driving games).
The approach presented in this work relies on a simulation
game architecture to achieve the educational goals of the
course.

Numerous computer games, all of which were developed
primarily for entertainment purposes, have had ongoing
influence on the driving simulation developments in the

Figure 1: BZflag.
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present work. For dissemination and realism, it is useful
to have a simulation that allows for multiple participants
simultaneously [14]. It is also likely that these participants
may not be colocated (i.e., in the same room, the same city,
the same state, or even in the same country). Thus, an over-
the-network capability is certainly desirable. An effective
example in the gaming world that addresses this need is the
game called BZflag [15], originally designed in 1992. BZflag,
shown in Figure 1, is a simple networked 3D multiplayer
game, in which the objective is to destroy your opponent’s
tank. BZflag was modeled after a 1980 Atari tank combat
game called Battlezone [16]. Battlezone is a game many
consider to be the very first serious game, as a version of it
was used for baseline Military ground vehicle training [17].

Various gaming systems exist that allow the player to
generate a developer-defined environment within which to
interact. One example is SimCity [18], first released in 1989.
The objective of the game, quite simply, is to design and
build a virtual city. The developer is presented with an empty
plot of land, within which buildings, roadways, landscaping,
and so forth. can be placed to form a representation of
a functional city. The popularity of the game was due, in
large part, to its open-endedness, reusability, and ease-of-use.
These types of “Sim” games have become immensely popular
in recent years and have led to various similar games that
have ties to moving vehicles and transportation and can be
“driven” from a first-person perspective.
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Figure 3: Moog 2000E motion platform and passenger cabin.

Easily the most popular of these newer breed of games
is Roller Coaster Tycoon [19], first released in 1999 and
shown in Figure 2. Similar to SimCity in that the player is
presented with an empty plot of land, the objective is to
build a functioning amusement park, including pathways,
landscaping, and of course rides. During game play, the
player builds a virtual roller coaster piece-by-piece using
track segments and then rides the finished product. The
simulator includes a simplified real-time physics engine, so
the roller coaster ride behaves true to real-world form. While
these examples provide a small sample of the game-based
learning applications that have been implemented, they
provide a sufficient model for the creation of a simulation
game to enhance learning about a specific topic. The next
section provides a description of the simulation game and
the physical environment where the students play the game.

4. Driving Simulator Game for
Experiential Learning

This section describes the methodology behind the imple-
mentation of a motion-based simulation game in the form
of a driving simulator geared toward undergraduate and
graduate engineering students. This simulation game was
generated primarily for education, research, and training,
and for sake of authenticity and it exploits the availability of
an on-site motion simulator. A brief background on motion
simulators is presented first.

4.1. Motion Simulators. A motion platform, parallel manip-
ulator [20], or Stewart Platform [21, 22], is a powered,
mechanical, self-contained system for the execution of
motion-based simulation and is described by the number
of degrees-of-freedom (DOF) that can be simulated by the
hardware. Figure 3 shows the motion platform currently in
use in NYSCEDII’s simulator facility. The motion platform
has an on-board computer that converts incoming messages
into actuator commands that result in the movement of the
top of the platform. Such systems are commonly used in
the automotive and other industries (e.g., flight, training,
and entertainment). NYSCEDII’s passenger cabin located

atop the platform is a 1999 Ford Contour, cut in half to
accommodate a front seat driver and passenger.

One of the primary advantages of motion simulators is
that they are able to provide users with immediate feedback
when designing dynamic systems. When a student drives or
rides in the simulator, they experience many of the same
sensory inputs as in a real vehicle.

4.2. Methodology. A common complaint of graduating
undergraduate engineers is that while they are well versed
in engineering theory, they are under rehearsed in engi-
neering application. Many engineering curricula do not
spend enough time assuring that when students complete
their studies that they enter the work force with sufficient
practical, experiential, and hands-on knowledge of their
craft. To this end, PITAC [7] has indeed recommended the
development of “technologies for education and training
that use simulation, visualization, and gaming” and “edu-
cational experiences that provide learners with access to
world-class facilities and experiences using either actual or
simulated devices.”

One option for exposing engineering students to hands-
on driving experiences would be to use an actual vehicle
upon an actual roadway or test track. While this is undoubt-
edly the most authentic means of exposing a student to
the practical principals of real world driving, clearly there
are insurmountable safety concerns that deem this option
impractical. As well, the adaptation of existing high-fidelity
driving games (e.g., Gran Turismo [1]) might seem to be a
more straightforward option than the full development of
a complete games-based driving simulation. However, such
off-the-shelf games, geared primarily for an entertainment
audience, do not allow for the creation of custom learning
scenarios that are designed to focus a student’s attention
on the system dynamics rather than the outcome of a
particular race. By developing an engaging simulation game
that focuses on the differences between varying simulation
models (e.g., vehicle model fidelities, vehicle types, tire
dynamics, etc.), students can develop a better understanding
of the information available as engineers make decisions
at different stages of a vehicle design project. Data-logging
can be performed directly within the simulation, changes
to the vehicle can be made very quickly—even while
driving, and weather and climate conditions are operator
controlled.

At its core, the experiments developed can be classified as
a serious game as they integrate gaming elements, simulation
elements, and pedagogical elements by including support
from system infrastructure, instructors, and peers [23]. They
balance subject matter with game-play, focusing on the skills
and strategies of the driver to retain and apply the subject
matter to the real world. Much of the novelty in the simulator
is its integration of computer programming, computer
graphics, linear algebra, numerical methods, and systems
analysis with the vehicle dynamics theory fundamental to
the Road Vehicle Dynamics (RVD) courses for which the
simulation was developed.
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The methodology employed, adapted from the general
structured process for education gaming and simulation
[24], is as follows.

(1) Define learning outcomes.

(2) Select a set of simulation activities or gaming tasks
to support this required learning outcome with an
appropriate form of assessment.

(3) Consider a strategic ordering of the game tasks within
the gaming session and assessment process.

(4) Implement the session with proper consideration
given to preparation, execution, and reflection.

(5) Assess the impact and effectiveness of the session.

(6) Redesign the session according to feedback given.

The specific implementation of this methodology is
described in Sections 5 and 6. The underlying hardware and
software framework of the game-based vehicle simulation
environment is described in the next section.

4.3. Framework. The simulation game has been imple-
mented using the C++ programming language [25] and
constructed on the Windows platform within Microsoft
Visual Studio. The entire gaming framework is outlined in
the following steps; refer to Figure 4 for a flowchart overview.

4.3.1. Establish Network Connection with Motion Platform
(MP) (Process a). The computer integrated into the MP can
send/receive motion commands, in the form of datagrams
[26], from another computer on the network. Figure 5
presents a screen capture of Moog’s Base Maintenance
Software [27], for monitoring the state of the six actuators on
the motion platform (e.g., error messages, status messages,
etc.) in real-time as the simulation executes. This software
runs on the On-Board Computer (OBC) and is displayed on
an off-board monitor.

4.3.2. User Controls Simulation with Human Interface Device
(HID) (Process b). The driver controls the simulation while
on-board the MP by way of a USB steering wheel and pedals.
Commands are captured using DirectX’s DirectInput Appli-
cation Programmer’s Interface (API) [28, 29] in real-time.
The selected gaming device, shown in Figure 6, contains
numerous components that must be continually tracked,
including the accelerator, brake, clutch pedals, the single-
axis motion of the steering wheel, the paddle shifters, and
6 buttons located on the steering wheel.

4.3.3. Simulation Computer (SC) Receives Inputs, Performs
Analysis for Current Time Step (Process c). The states of the
vehicle dynamics model (described in Section 5) are now
computed at 60 Hertz and must be converted into DOF’s
(i.e., roll, pitch, yaw, heave, surge, and sway)—see Figure 7.
This conversion typically involves scaling, limiting, and tilt
coordination [30], collectively known as washout filtering
[31]. The work presented here uses a proprietary filter based
upon a classical washout algorithm [32].

4.3.4. Updated State Delivered to Projection System (PS) and
Visualization Screens (VSs) (Process d). The scene graphics
are now updated and sent to the PS and to the three
48 ft2 VSs. The simulation graphics have been developed
using OpenGL [33], selected primarily to demonstrate that
a useful game-based learning environment can be created
without the optimizations of a scene graph toolkit (e.g.,
OpenSceneGraph [34] and Delta3D [35]). The virtual world
is populated with a sky, ground (grass, pavement), the
driven vehicle and adjacent vehicles, track/roadway obstacles
(e.g. cones), curbs, walls, trees, roadway signs, the vehicle
control panel, and various other details to promote an
authentic representation of a test track. Figure 8 presents
screen captures of various simulations.

4.3.5. DOF’s Sent to Motion Platform Interface Computer
(MPIC) (Process e). The updated DOF’s are delivered by
the SC to the MPIC, dedicated to the motion process
and requires an uninterrupted 60 Hz flow of data. This is
accomplished using Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) [36], a
networking API based upon TCP/IP Socket programming
[37] and coded in ANSI C. PVM allows us to easily and
reliably send data packets between computers and handles
cross-platform, nonheterogeneity issues transparently (e.g.,
endian/byte-order concerns, char-to-float data conversion,
etc.). Once the MPIC receives the updated DOF’s, these
commands are finally delivered directly to the MP for motion
processing.

4.3.6. MPIC Delivers Computed DOF’s to MP (Process f). An
“instance” of the MP is declared and assigned an IP address.
The instance is initialized, and then motion commands are
updated and delivered to the MP at a rate of precisely 60 Hz.
When the simulation is complete, the MP instance is then
shutdown, thereby completing the motion process.

4.3.7. Audio States Delivered to Mixer/Amplifier (MA) and 2.1
Sound System (SS) (Process g). The simulation game uses
OpenAL [38] for adding sound events synchronized with
the graphical simulation. Sound is a vital simulation cue,
and it enhances the impact of visualization and motion cues.
Examples include vehicle ignition, engine idle, squealing
tires, cone strikes, spinout/crash, police siren, and vehicle
shutdown. Each cue can be made to vary in pitch/gain in
accordance with the present state of the simulation. The
audio states are sent to the mixing board, are processed, and
then are delivered to the amplifier, which delivers the audio
signal to a 2.1 stereo sound system, comprised of front-left
(SS-L), front-right (SS-R), and subwoofer (SS-SW) channels.

4.3.8. Emergency Stop Switch Is Available, at All Times,
to Terminate the Simulation (Process h). Throughout the
simulation, both the simulation driver (on board) and
simulation operator (off board) can activate an Emergency
Stop switch (to view the on-board switch, refer to bottom-
right corner of Figure 6). When the red button is struck,
the motion simulation comes to an immediate, premature,
and smooth conclusion. Such a safety device is required in
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the case of a hardware malfunction or in the event of driver
panic/illness, or any other circumstance that might deem
premature termination of the present simulation.

The next section discusses the incorporation of the
simulation game described into a Road Vehicle Dynamics
(RVD) engineering course curriculum, using an experiential
learning context.

5. Gaming Implementation

The simulation game is incorporated into a two-course
sequence of technical electives on automobile vehicle dynam-
ics, Road Vehicle Dynamics 1 and 2 (RVD1 and RVD2).
These courses are open to senior undergraduate and graduate
students. Between 60 and 75 students typically enroll in
RVD1, with over two-thirds continuing in RVD2.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 8: (Clockwise, from (a) Experiment 1 (“Skid Pad”), (b) Experiment 2 (“Tri-Radii”), (c) Future Work (“Networked Karting”), and
(d) Experiment 3 (“Millersport Hwy”).

RVD1 is an introductory course on the basics of
automobile motion, stability, and control. This includes a
review of tire performance and modeling, exploration of
the elementary Bicycle Model of vehicle dynamics, and the
development of a more detailed four wheel model [39].
A secondary goal of the course is to apply engineering
skills and techniques learned in the first three years of the
mechanical engineering curriculum to a specific field, in this
case the field of vehicle dynamics. The broad nature of the
material naturally lends itself to such a review, reinforcing
the value of the engineering curriculum, giving students the
satisfaction of being able to apply their engineering skills to
a particular topic and mimics the process of merging these
foundational abilities with details of a specific knowledge
area as will be required when entering the workforce. The
course traditionally has consisted of daily lectures, weekly
homework assignments, and three exams.

RVD2 builds on RVD1, exploring advanced techniques
such as quasistatic vehicle analysis. Oscillations of the sprung
and unsprung masses are investigated with a focus on ride
comfort, and the design and analysis of suspensions are
covered. The course has more open-ended material and
higher expectations of independent student learning, with
several paper reviews, in-class presentations and projects
throughout the semester.

5.1. Experiment 1: Low-Fidelity Simulation, Introductory
Gaming Scenario in RVD1. The first experiment is presented
in the context of the overall methodology, as presented in
Section 4.2.

Define Learning Outcomes. The learning objective of the first
experiment is for students to discover through experiential
gaming the fundamental effects that tire properties and vehi-
cle center of gravity location have on vehicle stability, control,
and overall performance. Prior to the exercise, students
complete the first five weeks of the course focusing mostly on
tire behavior and modeling, including a basic introduction to
a standard dynamic model of the automobile, although this
is limited to the structure of the model with no discussion of
its behavior.

Simulation Activities. The simulation model used in the first
experiment is the classic Bicycle Model of the automobile
[39]. This model makes many simplifying assumptions that
allow it to be easily analyzed and understood, while still
providing all the fundamental characteristics of a real vehicle.
The key elements of the Bicycle Model are as follows. It has
three degrees-of-freedom (forward velocity, lateral velocity,
and yaw rate), plus those used to track the motion of the
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vehicle in the world (forward position, lateral position, and
heading angle). Both front tires are treated as a single tire,
as are both rear tires, thus the Bicycle Model name. Figure 9
shows a top view of the Bicycle Model representation. The
tires are represented as bilinear, as illustrated in Figure 10,
described by (i) a cornering stiffness slope at low slip angles,
and (ii) as a constant lateral force output above a certain
“breakaway” slip angle.

Driver inputs from the on-board steering wheel and
pedals are used as inputs to the Bicycle Model which gen-
erates updated model states as outputs through numerical
integration during every time step. One environment in the
simulation game replicates a proving ground skidpad, which
is a circular course (of outer radius 500 feet), with street lines
indicating several internal lanes of varying radii. A significant
amount of vehicle testing and tuning has been performed
at skidpad facilities [40–42]. This experiment performed
for this research effort involves one of the fundamental
tests—driving at ever-increasing speed while attempting to
maintain a given radius.

Task Ordering:

Tasks 1 and 2. In the first two driving tasks, the driver is
given a vehicle with equal strength (i.e., identical cornering
stiffness and breakaway slip angle) tires on the front and
rear. The first task places the center of gravity (CG) ahead
of the vehicle midpoint, while the second task places it
behind the vehicle midpoint. The student drives around the
skidpad at slowly increasing speed, up to (and beyond) the
tire saturation points. Students are asked to describe how
the vehicle felt, how stable it was, and how their steering
input changed as speed increased. They are also asked to
describe what happened when a tire (front or rear) saturated.
These tasks expose the students to vehicles with different
understeer gradients, stability indices, yaw rate responses,
and limit behaviors.

In Task 1, the CG is ahead of the vehicle midpoint,
resulting in a vehicle with static and dynamic stability. In
short, the vehicle does not spin out while cornering. As
vehicle speed increases, the amount of steering required to
stay on the constant radius circle also increases, indicative of
an understeer vehicle. This is also consistent with passenger
car behavior (i.e., passenger cars are designed to have
understeer). Task 1 saturates the front tires first, forcing the
driver to slow down in order to tighten the turn.

In Task 2, the CG is behind the vehicle midpoint,
resulting in a vehicle with static instability but with dynamic
stability up to a certain speed. Beyond a certain speed
the vehicle becomes unstable and spins out. Unlike the
understeer car of Task 1, this oversteer car requires less and
less steering to stay on the circle as speed increases. Task 2
saturates the rear tires first, resulting in a spin-out.

Tasks 1 and 2 allowed the driver to become familiar with
the motion simulator and experience the behavior of two
very different vehicles. Task 3 built upon these experiences.

Task 3. In the third task the driver is given a vehicle with
the CG at the vehicle midpoint and chooses tires that have

the cornering stiffness distribution biased to either the front
or the rear. Based on that decision, the driver is asked to
predict if the car will feel like the one driven in either the
first or the second task. This prediction is not confirmed by
the instructor before the trial run, but instead the student is
asked to indicate as soon as possible while driving which of
the previous cars it felt like.

This task enables students to develop hypotheses about
the relative location of the CG and the cornering stiffness
distribution, test the hypothesis, and draw conclusions.
In short, if the CG is forward of the cornering stiffness
distribution the vehicle has understeer, is stable, and behaves
similarly to the vehicle in Task 1. When the CG is aft of the
cornering stiffness distribution the vehicle has oversteer, is
unstable above a certain speed, and behaves similarly to the
vehicle in Task 2.

Task 4. The fourth task challenged the driver to optimize
the CG location while driving to achieve the fastest possible
speed around the skidpad. Students used two buttons on
the steering wheel to move the center of gravity and felt the
stability and response of the vehicle change as they moved
the CG. The cornering stiffness distribution is unknown to
the students in this case. This task allows students to further
develop and test their hypotheses about the relationship
between vehicle parameters.

Session Implementation. A total of 73 students participated
in the experiments, separated into 11 groups. Each group
spent an hour with the motion simulation system per-
forming the four specific driving tasks. At the end of the
experiment each group received a copy of the data collected
during all the runs for their analysis.

Assessment. The assessment phase focused on both how well
the students learned the key concepts in each experiment, but
how their gaming experiences impacted their education and
learning opportunities.

Learning Objectives. In Tasks 1 and 2, students were asked
while driving if they were steering more or less as speed
increased, and all were able to notice the trends. Students
noted in Task 2 how much more concentration and steering
corrections it took to keep this vehicle on the circle. Students
also noted how the vehicle cornered more “tail out” than the
Task 1 vehicle—this is an observation that would have been
difficult to make without the motion cues on the motion
platform or without the use of a real vehicle.

After the experiment, students analyzed their results,
including a plot of steering wheel angle versus lateral
acceleration. A sample of one of the student plots is shown
in Figure 11 for the Task 1 vehicle. The slope of this curve is
the understeer gradient, and the intercept is the Ackermann
steer angle [42]. These values are shown by the linear fit
to the recorded data. The “noise” in the data is a result
of the student correcting the vehicle path by steering while
increasing speed—its very difficult to trace a circle precisely
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when speed is varying. The excursion in the right end of the
data is attributed to the start of the run when the vehicle first
starts moving. The excursion at the left end of the data shows
what happens when the front tires saturate.

A similar plot was produced for the Task 2 vehicle, as
shown in Figure 12. Here, the slope of the steering angle
versus lateral acceleration curve is negative, indicating an
oversteer vehicle. Oversteer vehicles are dynamically stable
up to a certain critical speed due to yaw damping, above
which they want to spin out. By the time the vehicle is
cornering over−25 ft/sec2 the amount of steering required to
stay on the circle is nearly zero. At the far left of the diagram
the steering trace shoots upward sharply—this is a result of
the driver trying to catch the vehicle as it spins out.

In Task 3, when the students were asked to announce
as soon as possible which vehicle (Task 1 or Task 2) the
car felt like, they were not able to do so at low speeds. It
was not until speeds increased above approximately 35 mph
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Table 1: Pre- and posttest open responses.

How could engineering education be improved?
Pretest Posttest

66 students responded∗ 60 students responded∗

(1) More hands-on experiences 17 (26%) 18 (30%)

(2) More practical/authentic/realistic experiences 13 (20%) 8 (13%)

(3) More experience with what is done in industry including the
technology and equipment currently used in industry

10 (15%) 4 (7%)

(4) Required internships/more internships 7 (11%) 11 (18%)

(5) More group/interactive experiences 4 (6%) 2 (3%)

(6) More electives offered earlier 2 (3%) 7 (12%)

(7) More tours of/field trips to engineering companies and facilities 1 (2%) 3 (5%)
∗Note that some students wrote multipart responses that were classified in more than one category.

that students could definitely tell the difference. There are
two reasons for this. First is the overwhelming presence of
stabilizing yaw damping at low speeds. Since both cars were
very stable at low speeds their response felt similar. It was
not until speed increased and yaw damping diminished that
the differences in behavior were easily detected, at which
point they were obvious. Second, at low speed it is difficult to
accurately trace a large radius circle. Thus, it was difficult for
students to tell if the steering angle required was increasing
or decreasing with speed when speeds were low. These kinds
of experiential-based insights would have been impossible
without the gaming experiment.

In Task 4, by the end of the experiment, every group
was able to empirically place the CG within 1-2% of the
theoretical optimum. Students were asked what strategy they
were going to use to find the optimum as the experiment
proceeded. By the second and third drivers, the students
realized that they needed to approach the optimum from the
stable side (i.e., CG too far forward) to avoid spin-outs. They
would note the CG location when a spin-out did occur, and
they made sure to keep the CG ahead of that point during
further adjustments.

Impact on Education. A survey was administered to the
students in the RVD1 class at the beginning (pretest) and
then again at the end (posttest) of the semester. The survey
contained the open-ended question. How could engineering
education be improved? An outside evaluator read and coded
the student responses placing them in the categories shown
in Table 1. Student responses commonly fell into categories
that suggested the need for the environment that the RVD1
class was trying to provide as shown in Table 1. While
it would be speculation, it is interesting to note how the
number of responses in items 2 and 3 dropped. Was that
due in part to the experiences the students had in the RVD1
course? Similarly, it is interesting to note how the number
of responses to item 6 increased. Again, was that due in part
to the students’ perceived value of RVD1, an elective course?
Further investigation is needed to answer these questions.
Also, specific comments to the question, when posed at the
end of the semester, seem to highlight the benefit of the
incorporation of the simulation game into RVD1.

It is also worthy to note that 43 of the 73 people
(59%) enrolled in the Road Vehicle Dynamics 1 course
in the fall 2007 semester enrolled in the Road Vehicle
Dynamics 2 course (which contained the advanced gaming
module). Considering that both are elective courses in degree
programs that allow for just 2-3 electives speaks to the
student response to the courses. In addition, a number of
the 30 students who did not enroll in the sequel class were
graduating seniors and therefore were not eligible to enroll
in the course.

Experiment Redesign. Based on the feedback of the partic-
ipants, instructors, and technical support personnel, a new
set of experiments were designed for the following course,
Road Vehicle Dynamics 2. This included more advanced
simulation models, gaming environments, and instructional
tasks.

5.2. Experiment 2: High-Fidelity Simulation, Advanced Gam-
ing Setting. The second experiment is also presented in
the context of the overall methodology, as presented in
Section 4.2.

Define Learning Outcomes. The learning objective of the
second experiment is for students to discover through both
their first hand experience and a postprocessing of the data
they generated, the fundamental dynamics and impact of the
roll stiffness distribution, roll center heights, friction ellipse
effects, weight transfer, and the dropped-throttle oversteer. In
addition, a secondary objective is for students to understand
g-g diagrams and moment method (CN-AY) diagrams using
the data generated during the experiment.

Simulation Activities. There were two major additions to the
vehicle model for Experiment 2. The first is a new tire model.
Unlike the linear tire model of Experiment 1, Experiment 2
uses a nonlinear and load sensitive tire model. This model
was based on tire data collected at the Calspan Tire Research
Facility [43] for the FSAE Tire Test Consortium [44] and
subsequently modified to suit the specific vehicle application.
It is in the form of a Nondimensional Tire Model [42] and
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represents tire lateral force as a function of vehicle slip angle
and normal load.

The second addition involved the transition from a
Bicycle Model to a full four-wheel vehicle model with lateral
and longitudinal load transfer based on vehicle lateral and
longitudinal accelerations. This calculates wheel loads at
any given vehicle operating condition so that the load-
sensitive tire model can be utilized. A simplified suspension,
represented by a roll stiffness distribution and front/rear roll
center heights [42], allows additional ways to change vehicle
handling characteristics over Experiment 1. While the result-
ing model is still very simple compared to comprehensive
vehicle simulations, it is the next step towards such models
and makes for a very useful educational too.

Task Ordering:

Task 1. In the first task, the student revisits the skidpad of
Experiment 1 (Section 5.1). Each student drives a baseline
vehicle at ever increasing speeds up to the limit, all the while
being conscious of how much steering is required to stay
on the circular skidpad. Then, one of the parameters (roll
stiffness distribution, front roll center height, or rear roll
center height) is set to a new value and the student is asked
to describe the effect of this change. Task 1 also introduced
students to the ability to change the values of the vehicle
parameters while driving. The steering wheel contained three
thumb-activated buttons on each side of the wheel, one
each for roll stiffness distribution, front roll center height,
and rear roll center height. Once the student had completed
the understeer gradient part of the task, he/she was asked
to adjust the parameter to experience its effects on vehicle
handling, and then to determine an optimum parameter to
achieve the highest speed on the skidpad.

Tasks 2 and 3. Tasks 2 and 3 presented a new driving world
to the students, named the “Tri-Radial Speedway”. The name
arises from the design of the racetrack in the simulation—
three corners each with a different radius plus one long
straightaway (layout of the track is shown in Figure 13). In
Task 2, the students were given a baseline car and told to
drive around the track as fast as possible, which achieved
two purposes. First, it allowed students to learn the track
and identify reference points for braking, turning, and so on.
Secondly, it acclimated drivers with the vehicle performance.
Driving at the limit on a skidpad is different from driving at
the limit on a racecourse in that on the skidpad the vehicle
is always at approximately constant speed. On the racetrack
the vehicle speed is changing. Under braking there is load
transfer to the front of the vehicle which is destabilizing and
could result in a more uncontrollable vehicle.

In Task 3, students were asked to vary one of the three
vehicle parameters while driving to achieve a better lap time
than they could with the baseline vehicle. Here students
had to consider the tradeoffs in setting-up a vehicle. How
much steady-state cornering do you sacrifice for good turn-
in stability? Are the settings that feel good to the driver
identical to the theoretical optimum with a perfect driver?
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Figure 13: Student vehicle paths plotted on the Tri-Radial speed-
way.

The answer is “no”, and a compromise needs to be reached.
How much of a compromise depends on how smooth the
driver is.

Session Implementation. A total of 41 students participated
in the experiments, separated into 8 groups. Each group
spent an hour with the motion simulation system per-
forming the three specific driving tasks. At the end of the
experiment each group received a copy of the data collected
during all the runs for their analysis.

Assessment. The assessment phase for this experiment also
focused both on how well the students learned the key con-
cepts in each experiment, and how their gaming experiences
impacted their education and learning opportunities.

Learning Objectives. In the assessment of Task 1, the students
prepared plots of understeer gradients similar to Figures
11 and 12 to measure the changes and compare with
their comments. Students universally commented on how
much more realistic the model from the high-end gaming
experiment felt compared against the bicycle model in the
low-end experiment. The ability to change the values of
the vehicle parameters also proved to be a very instructive
tool, as students quickly learned how a change in a vehicle
parameter resulted in a change in vehicle performance, in
what direction and in what magnitude.

In Task 2, students were tasked to drive around the
racetrack shown in Figure 13 as fast as possible. The figure
also plots the sum of vehicle paths for approximately 25
drivers, including off course excursions. The direction of
travel is counterclockwise.

While the track is not complicated, the large number of
paths off course in the one right-handed corner indicates
that there was definitely a learning curve at work—almost
every driver overshot that corner on their first lap. Within
a handful of laps most students were driving proficiently,
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Figure 14: g-g diagram for a smooth driver over four laps. Note the
repeatability.

although not necessarily expertly, on the course. With so
many students being adept at video games the transition
to the simulation in this kind of learning environment was
faster than expected.

Many students learned about the vehicle instabilities at
varying speeds abruptly when they entered the first turn too
fast (top of Figure 13), braked too hard, and spun themselves
out. They also experienced lateral force rolloff, the reduction
in lateral force with large tractive, or braking forces. This
was evident in the entrance to the straightaway as drivers
who applied too much throttle found the rear of the vehicle
difficult to control.

In Task 3 assessment, students created their own g-g and
CN-AY diagrams [39]. Figure 14 shows a g-g diagram for
a smooth driver over four laps on the course. This plot of
planar vehicle accelerations illustrates how much time the
vehicle spends at the lateral acceleration limits for this vehicle
(approx. 0.9 g). Figure 15 presents a CN-AY diagram for the
same driver. This diagram presents yaw acceleration versus
lateral acceleration, and a smooth driver will have very small
values on the y-axis.

Figures 16 and 17 show similar figures for a driver who
is much less smooth over the course of four laps. This
data includes one spinout. Compared with the previous
driver there is no distinct pattern in these plots. The first
driver’s data is more in line with what a professional proving
ground driver or race driver would produce from in-car
measurements.

Impact on Education. A more comprehensive survey was
given at the end of the RVD2 class. The survey results shown
in Table 2 reflect the mean of the responses of the 41 students
who completed the course (2 students resigned the course).
The items in Table 2 capture the responses that most aligned
with the objectives of the gaming laboratory experience.
The omitted items relate more to teaching methodology
employed in the course. The questions were on a 5-point
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Table 2: RVD ratings survey results.

RVD1 & RVD2 have . . .
Other engineering courses

have . . .

Exposed me to genuine engineering problems∗∗ 4.439 3.195

Allowed for hands-on learning experiences∗∗ 4.512 2.902

Prepared me for the workplace∗∗ 3.951 3.097

Allowed me to use the types of technology and facilities that engineers use
in today’s workforce∗∗

3.878 2.951

Offered me a chance to identify and formulate engineering problems∗∗ 4.220 3.610

Provided engaging learning opportunities∗∗ 4.537 3.293

Made use of problems and situations similar to those that I expect to face
in the workplace∗∗

3.854 3.049

Helped me be more familiar with what a practicing engineer does∗∗ 3.829 3.073

Given me opportunities to perform experiments in engineering∗∗ 4.268 3.244

Given me opportunities to analyze engineering data∗∗ 4.732 3.537

Given me opportunities to interpret engineering data∗∗ 4.707 3.463

Presented new ideas and material in a realistic context∗∗ 4.463 3.341
∗∗P < .001.
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Figure 18: RVD2 responses to the question “Why did you take
RVD2?”.

Likert scale with 1 representing strongly disagree and 5
representing strongly agree. An ANOVA was run for each
item, and statistical significance between means, as denoted
in the table, was found for all of the survey items. These
responses provide evidence that students perceived the RVD2
course (and RVD1 course), including the laboratory gaming
component to be of significant value in their engineering
education.

In addition, the survey also included open-ended items,
one of which asked them why they had enrolled in
RVD2. All 41 students responded to this item, some with
multiple responses. They are categorized and compiled in
Figure 18. Note that the fifth most popular response was one
that mentioned specifically the motion simulation gaming
environment. The most popular responses mention their
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Figure 19: Reasons to take RVD1 and RVD2.

experiences in RVD1 which could certainly include the
gaming experiences that were part of the class.

An additional item on the survey asked the RVD2
students if they would recommend either RVD1 or RVD2
to other students. All 41 RVD2 students responded affir-
matively. Figure 19 displays the reasons that were given for
this recommendation. Note that the second most popular
response articulates the hand-on gaming experience in both
classes.

Experiment Redesign. Section 6 addresses some overall
insights and conclusions from the collective set of experi-
ments. It also presents some ideas toward future redesigns
of the experiments, based on the collected feedback.
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6. General Insights and Conclusions

This paper presents a method of using a simulation game to
present students with an authentic vehicle testing scenario.
The driving simulation environment is used to augment
two standard road vehicle dynamics course offerings. In
all, 73 students participated the low-end gaming tasks and
41 of these students continued with the second course
and participated in the high-end gaming tasks. Based on
the experimental results from performing these tasks, from
in-laboratory observations (before, during, and after the
experiments), and based on the student surveys (before and
after the laboratory experiments), numerous conclusions can
be drawn.

(i) The game scenarios were successful in attaining their
primary goal—to serve as a forum for experien-
tial, inquiry-based learning within an educational
setting that had previously been instructed exclu-
sively by way of traditional, lecture-based classroom
approaches. Students would first see and experience
the dynamics of a vehicle, hands-on, using the
motion simulator, and this exposure was followed
by traditional instruction (i.e., representative math-
ematical theory and governing dynamics equations)
in the classroom setting.

(ii) The instructor noted significant differences between
the students who engaged in the gaming experiments
and those from previous nongaming offerings of the
courses with respect to the learning objectives of
each experiment. He noted substantial and identi-
fiable progress in the students with respect to their
comprehension of theoretical concepts and appli-
cation of these concepts to practical vehicle design
issues. In previous years a few in-class computer
simulations with plots of output variables were
used to illustrate different vehicle behaviors. With
the use of the motion simulation experiment the
connection between theory and reality was easier
to make since the students had experienced the
various vehicle behaviors. Interestingly, because of
the realistic context that the experiments provided,
the instructor also noted a pronounced familiarity
with the technical vocabulary of the course after the
experiments were conducted.

(iii) For each of the laboratory groups, the laboratory
instructors could easily detect the progression of
knowledge and lesson comprehension during the
experiments. With the first driver, there would
always be a considerable amount of apprehension
and guesswork, as the student would serve as the
first person to complete the exercise. Based on that
student’s successes and shortcomings, the second,
and third drivers would conquer the exercises much
more quickly and confidently, and generally speak-
ing, improved driver performance in each session
reflected this trend.

(iv) With 114 students in 19 groups across two semesters,
almost 200 experimental setups were performed.

Using a physical vehicle and test track or road
course, the setup time would have dominated the
experimental process, limiting the students’ ability to
explore the impact changes in configuration have on
vehicle dynamics.

(v) The results from the course surveys show that the
course has a considerable impact on how students
felt about their engineering education and their
perceived experiences in their educational process.
The use of experiential learning in the vehicle
dynamics curriculum increased students’ opinions
of their opportunity to have hands on experiences,
use modern engineering tools, and solve problems
that were similar to what they expect to see in the
workplace. This outcome shows that using simu-
lation to provide authentic learning environments
provides educators with a means of following the
guidance provided by ABET and the National Survey
of Student Engagement, with the ultimate goal of
educating engineers that are better prepared for the
workforce.

(vi) Further development and study will include more
experiments aimed at using gaming environments to
learn key technical concepts including fundamental
vehicle dynamics, driver-vehicle interactions, and
driver-to-driver interactions in networked simula-
tions. The networking feature will allow multiple
drivers to interact with one another within the
same driving environment using both TCP and
UDP internet protocols. In addition, future plans
could include developing a computing toolkit to
allow other researchers and educators interested in
vehicle and motion simulation gaming applications
to efficiently develop environments and experiments,
similar to the more general serious game design and
assessment toolkit in [45]. This toolkit could also be
applied to a desktop version of driving simulation
environments, allowing for greater dissemination
and study.
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1. Introduction

Games have been used in schools for many years to help
children learn skills in math, language, geography, science,
and other domains in an interesting and motivating way.
Research shows that integrating games within a classroom
with children can be beneficial for academic achievement,
motivation, and classroom dynamics [1]. There is also
evidence that the teaching methods based on educational
games are not only attractive to schoolchildren, but also
to university students [2]. There have been conducted
researches on games concept and game development used
in higher education before, for example, [3–5], but we
believe there is an untapped potential that needs to be
explored. Games can provide teachers in higher education
with teaching aids that can promote more active students,
provide alternative teaching methods to improve variation,
and enable social learning through multiplayer learning
games.

Games can be integrated in higher education in three
ways. First, games can be used instead of traditional exer-
cises motivating students to put extra effort in doing the

exercises and giving the teacher and/or teaching assistants
an opportunity to monitor how the students work with the
exercises in real time [6, 7]. Second, games can be used within
lectures to improve the participation and motivation of
students [8, 9]. In this approach, the students and the teacher
participate in knowledge-based games. Third, the students
are required to develop a game as a part of a course using a
game development framework (GDF) to learn skills within
computer science or software engineering [10]. This paper
focuses on the latter, where game development and a GDF
are used in student projects to learn software engineering
skills, extending the use of games as a teaching aid in higher
education. The motivation of making students develop
games to learn software engineering is to bring the students’
enthusiasm from playing games to learn courses through
game development. In addition, we wanted to investigate
if the specific features of a GDF are suitable for teaching
software engineering and how game development can be
integrated with the education process. More specifically, we
wanted to explore how the use of game development and the
GDF would affect the learning of software architecture with
focus on the technical aspects of the GDF.
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This paper focuses on how the technical aspects of a
GDF affect the learning of software architecture, the selection
of appropriate GDF for a software architecture course, and
how a GDF can be applied in a software engineering course.
The main contribution of this paper is a presentation of a
novel GDF concept that can be used in courses that includes
software development, experiences from actual usage of the
GDF, and some course design considerations.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes and motivates for how a GDF can be used in higher
education and what criteria should be considered when
choosing one. Section 3 describes a case study of applying
a GDF in a software architecture course. Section 4 describes
experiences from using a GDF in a software course. Section 5
describes similar approaches, and Section 6 concludes the
paper.

2. Game Development Frameworks in
Higher Education

This section presents the motivation for applying GDFs in
higher education, a model for how GDFs can be integrated
with a course, and requirements for how to choose the
appropriate GDF for educational purposes.

2.1. GDF and Education. The main motivation for intro-
ducing GDF in software engineering (SE) or computer
science (CS) courses is to motivate students to put more
effort into software development project in order to improve
software development skills. Game development offers an
interesting way of learning and applying the course theory.
By introducing a game development project in a course,
the students have to establish and describe most of the
functional requirements themselves (what the game should
be like). This can be a motivating factor especially for
group-based projects, as each group will develop a unique
application (the game); it will encourage creativity, and it
will require different skills from the group members (art,
programming, story, audio/music). The result will be that
the students will have a stronger feeling of ownership to
the project. Furthermore, students also could learn about
game development technology. The main disadvantages by
introducing a game development project and a GDF into a SE
or CS course is that the student might spend too much time
on game-specific issues and that the project results might
be difficult to compare. It is critical that the students get
motivated applying a GDF in a course and that they get
increased motivation for learning and applying course theory
through a game development project.

Tom Malone has listed three main characteristics that
make things fun to learn: they should provide the appro-
priate level of challenge, they should use fantasy and
abstractions to make it more interesting, and they should
trigger the player’s curiosity [11]. These characteristics can
directly be applied when developing a game for learning
purposes. However, we can also consider these characteristics
when introducing a GDF in a SE or CS course. By allowing
the students to develop their own games using a GDF, such

projects are likely to trigger students’ curiosity as well as
provide a challenge for students to design fun games with
their knowledge, skills, imagination, and creativity. The level
of the challenge can be adjusted according to the project
requirements given in courses by the teacher. Thus, the
challenge level can not only be adjusted to the right level for
most participants, but also tailored for individual differences.
As the students will work in groups, group members helping
other group members can compensate for the individual
differences. An open platform and agile courses requirements
should be provided for students to design their own games,
combined with their ability, fantasy, and comprehension of
lecture content.

The main benefit of using a GDF as a teaching aid is that
it can be a motivating initiative in courses to learn about var-
ious topics such as software requirements, software design,
software architecture, programming, 2D and 3D graphic
representation, graphic programming, artificial intelligence,
physics, animation, user interfaces, and many other areas
within computer science and software engineering. It is most
useful for learning new skills and methods within a specific
domain but also useful for testing and rehearsing theory by
applying know skills and knowledge in a project using a
GDF.

2.2. Circulatory Model of Applying a GDF in a Course. There
are several good reasons for introducing a GDF and game
development projects in CS and SE courses as described
in previous section, but in order to make it a success it is
important that the GDF is well integrated with the course.
Based on our experiences, we have developed a circular
model for how to apply a GDF in a CS or SE course through
six steps (see Figure 1). The model is intended for courses
where a software development project is a major part of the
course.

To choose one appropriate development platform
according to the course content, it is important to consider
the process of the course related to the development project.
This process starts with choosing an appropriate GDF (step
A) for the course related to some requirements (described in
the next section). Next, the design of exercises and projects
(step B) must reflect the limitations and constraints of the
chosen GDF. In the initial phase of the student project, it
is important that the students get the required technical
guidance and appropriate requirements (step C) related to
the GDF. It is important that the students get to know
the GDF early, for example, by introducing an exercise to
implement a simple game in the GDF. It is critical that there
is sufficient course staff that knows the GDF well enough to
give the required feedback. The next step is for the students
to start designing and implementing (step D) their own game
according to the constraints within the course and the GDF.
After the students have delivered their final version of their
project implementation and documentation, the students
should get the chance to evaluate and analyze (step E) their
own projects to learn from their successes and mistakes.
This information should then be used to provide feedback in
order to improve the course (step F). The feedback from the
students might indicate that another GDF should be used or
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Figure 1: Circulatory model of GDF’s application in courses.

that the course constraints on the projects should be altered.
The core of this model is that the teacher should encourage
the students to explore the course theory through a game
development project using a GDF and give the opportunity
to improve the game development project through feedback
from the students.

2.3. Criteria for Choosing the Right GDF. How to choose an
appropriate GDF that easily can be integrated with course
content should be based on the educational goals of the
course, the technical level and skills of students, and the time
available for projects and/or exercises. Based on experiences
from using GDFs and from student projects in CS and SE
courses, we have come up with the following requirements
for choosing a GDF for a CS or SE course.

(1) It must be easy to learn and allow rapid development.
According to Malone’s recommendation of how to
make things fun to learn, it is crucial that we provide
the appropriate level of challenge. If the GDF is too
much of a challenge and requires too much to learn
before becoming productive, the whole idea of game
development will be wasted, as the student will lose
motivation. An important aspect of this is that the
GDF offers high-level APIs that makes it possible for
the students to develop impressive results without
writing too many lines of code. This is especially
critical in the first phase of the project.

(2) It must provide an open development environment to
attract students’ curiosity. Malone claims that fantasy
and curiosity are other important factors that make
things fun to learn. By providing a relatively open
GDF without too many restrictions on what you
can produce, the students get a chance to realize
the game of their dreams. This means that the GDF
itself should not restrict what kind of game the
students can make. This requirement would typically
rule out GDFs that are tailored for producing only
one game genre such as adventure games, platform
games, or board games. In addition, ideally an open
development environment should offer public and
practical interfaces for developers to extend their
own functions. In this respect, open source game
development platforms are preferred.

(3) It must support programming languages that are
familiar to the students. The students should not

be burdened to have to learn a new programming
language from scratch in addition to the course
content. This would take away the focus of the
educational goals of the course. We suggest to choose
GDFs that support popular programming languages
that the students know like C++, C#, or Java. It
is also important that the programming languages
supported by the GDF have high-level constructs
and libraries that enable the programmers to be
more productive as less code is required to produce
fully functional systems. From an educational point
of view, programming languages like Java and C#
are better suited than C and C++, as they have
more constraints that force the programmers to write
cleaner code, and there is less concern related to issues
like pointers and memory leakage. From a game
development perspective, programming languages
like C and C++ are more attractive as they generally
produce faster executables and thus faster games.

(4) It must not conflict with the educational goals of
the course. When choosing a GDF it is important
that the inherent patterns, procedures, design, and
architecture of the GDF are not in conflict with the
theory taught in the course. One example of such a
conflict could be that the way the GDF enforces event
handling in an application is given as an example of
bad design in the textbook.

(5) It must have a stable implementation. When a GDF
is used in a course, it is essential that the GDF has
few bugs so the students do not have to fight a lot
of technical issues instead of focusing on the course
topics. This requirement indicates that it is important
that the GDF is supported by a company or a
development community that has enough resources
to eliminate serious technical insufficiencies. It is also
important that the development of the GDF is not a
dead project, as this will lead to compatibility issues
for future releases of operating systems, software
components, and hardware drivers.

(6) It must have sufficient documentation. This require-
ment is important for both the course staff and
the students. The documentation should both give a
good overview of the GDF as well as document all
the features provided. Further, it is important that the
GDF provides tutorials and examples to demonstrate
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how to use the GDF and its features. The frameworks
should provide documentation and tutorials of high
quality enabling self-study.

(7) It should be inexpensive (low costs) to use and acquire.
Ideally, the GDFs should be free or have very low
associated cost to avoid extra costs running the
course. This requirement also involves investigating
additional costs related to the GDF such as require-
ments for extra or more powerful hardware and/or
requirements for additional software.

The goal of the requirements above is to save the
time and effort the students have to spend on coding and
understanding the framework, making them concentrate on
the course content and software design. Thus, an appropriate
GDF could provide the students with exciting experiences
and offer a new way of learning through a new domain
(games). The requirements above are also important for the
course staff, as they will help to find a GDF that would cause
less effort spent on technical issues, and incompatibility
between GDF and the course contents.

From the requirements above, we acknowledge that there
is a conflict between requirements one and two. The level of
the freedom the developer is given to make whatever game
he likes could be in conflict with providing a development
environment that allows rapid development and is easy to
learn. A more open GDF usually means that the developer
must learn more APIs as well as the APIs themselves are
usually of lower level, and thus harder to use. However, it is
possible to get a bit of both worlds by offering high-level APIs
that are relatively easy to use but still allow the developer to
access underlying APIs that give the developer the freedom in
what kind of games can be made. This means that the GDF
can allow inexperienced developers to just modify simple
APIs or example code to make variants of existing games, or
to allow more experienced developers to make unique games
by using more of the provided underlying APIs. How hard
the GDF is to use will then really depend on the ambition of
the game developer and not on the GDF itself. This can also
be a motivating factor to learn more about the GDF’s APIs.

3. Case Study: Applying a GDF in
a Software Architercture Course

This section describes a case study of a software architecture
course at the Norwegian University of Science and Technol-
ogy (NTNU) where a GDF was introduced.

3.1. The Software Architecture Course. The software architec-
ture course is a postgraduate course offered to CS and SE
students at NTNU. The course is taught every spring, its
workload is 25% of one semester, and about 70 postgraduate
students attend the course every semester. The students
in the course are mostly of Norwegian students (about
80%), but there are about 20% foreign students mostly
from EU-countries. The textbook used in this course is
the “Software Architecture in Practice, Second Edition”, by
Bass, Clements et al. [12]. Additional papers are used to

cover topics that are not sufficiently covered by the book
such as design patterns, software architecture documentation
standards, view models, and postmortem analysis [13–16].
The education goal of the course is:

“The students should be able to define and explain central
concepts in software architecture literature and be able
to use and describe design/architectural patterns, methods
to design software architectures, methods/techniques to
achieve software qualities, methods to document software
architecture, and methods to evaluate software architecture.”

The course is taught in four main ways:

(1) ordinary lectures given in English;

(2) invited guest lectures from the software industry;

(3) exercise in design patterns;

(4) a software development project with emphasis on
software architecture.

30% of the grade is based on an evaluation of a software
architecture project that all students have to do, while 70%
is given from the results of a written examination. The goal
of the project is for the students to apply the methods and
theory in the course to design a software architecture and
to implement a system according to the architecture. The
project consists of the following phases.

(1) COTS (Commercial Off-The-Shelf) exercise: learn
the development platform to be used in the project
by developing some simple test applications.

(2) Design pattern: learn how to utilize design pattern by
making changes in an existing system designed with
and without design patterns.

(3) Requirements and architecture: describe the func-
tional and the quality requirements, and design
the software architecture for the application in the
project.

(4) Architecture evaluation: use the Architecture Trade-
off Analysis Method (ATAM) [12, 17] to evaluate
the software architecture in regards to the quality
requirements. Here one student group will evaluate
another student group’s project.

(5) Implementation: do a detailed design and implement
the application based on the created architecture and
based on the results from a previous phase.

(6) Project evaluation: evaluate the project after it
has been completed using a Post-Mortem Analysis
(PMA) method.

In the two first phases of the project, the students work
on their own or in pairs. For the phases 4–6, the students
work in self-composed groups of four students. The students
spend most time on the implementation phase (6 weeks),
and they are also encouraged to start the implementation in
earlier phases to test their architectural choices (incremental
development). In previous years, the goal of the project has
been to develop a robot controller for a robot simulator in
Java with emphasis on an assigned quality attribute such as
availability, performance, modifiability, or testability.
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3.2. Choosing a GDF for the Software Architecture Course. In
Fall 2007, we started to look for appropriate GDFs to be used
in the software architecture course in spring 2008. We looked
for both GDFs where the programmer had to write the
source code as well as visual drag-and-drop programming
environments. The selection of candidates was based on
GDFs we were familiar with and GDFs that had developer
support. Further, we wanted to compare both commercial
and open source GDFs. From an initial long list candidate
GDFs, we chose to evaluate the following GDFs more in
detail.

(i) XNA: XNA is a GDF from Microsoft that enables
development of homebrew cross-platform games for Win-
dows and the XBOX 360 using the C# programming
language. The initial version of Microsoft XNA Game Studio
was released in 2006 [18], and in 2008 Microsoft XNA Game
studio 3.0 was released that includes support for making
games for XBOX Live. XNA features a set of high-level API
enabling the development of advanced games in 2D or 3D
with advanced graphical effects with little effort. The XNA
platform is free and allows developers to create games for
Windows, Xbox 360, and Zune using the same GDF [19].
XNA consists of an integrated development environment
(IDE) along with several tools for managing audio and
graphics.

(ii) JGame: JGame is a high-level framework for develop-
ing 2D games in Java [20]. JGame is an open source project
and enables developers to develop games fast using few lines
of code as JGame will take care of typical game functionality
such as sprite handling, collision detection, and tile handling.
JGame games can be run as stand-alone Java games, Java
applets games running in a web browser or on mobile devices
(Java ME). JGame does not provide a separate IDE but is
integrated with Eclipse.

(iii) Flash: Flash is a high-level framework for interactive
applications including games developed by Adobe [21]. Most
programming in Flash is carried out in Action script (a
textual programming language), but the Flash environment
also provides a powerful graphical editor for managing
graphical objects and animation. Flash applications can
run as stand-alone applications or in a web browser.
Flash applications can run on many different operating
systems like Windows, Mac OS X, and Linux as well as
on mobile devices and game consoles (Nintendo Wii and
Sony Playstation 3). Programming in Flash is partly visual
by manipulating graphical objects, but most code is written
textually. Flash supports development of both 2D and 3D
applications.

(iv) Scratch: is a visual programming environment devel-
oped by MIT Media Lab in collaboration with UCLA that
makes it easy to create interactive stories, animations, games,
music, and art and to share the creations on the web [22].
Scratch works similar to Alice [23] allowing you to program
by placing sprites or objects on a screen and manipulate
them by drag-and-drop programming. The main difference
between Scratch and Alice is that Scratch is in 2D while Alice
is in 3D. Scratch provides its own graphical IDE that includes
a set of programming primitives and functionality to import
various multimedia objects.

An evaluation of the four GDF candidates is shown in
Table 1. From the four candidates, we found Scratch to be
the least appropriate candidate. The main disadvantage with
Scratch was that it would be very difficult to teach software
architecture using this GDF, as the framework did not allow
exploring various software architectures. Further, Scratch
was also very limited in what kind of games that could be
produced, limiting the options for the students. The main
advantage using Scratch is that it is very easy to learn and
use. JGame suffered also from some of the same limitations
as Scratch, as it put some restrictions on what software
architecture could be used, and it had little flexibility in
producing a variety of types of games. The main advantage
using JGame was that it was an open source project with
access to the source code and that all the programming
was done in Java. All CS and SE students at NTNU learn
Java in the two first introductory programming courses. An
attractive alternative would be to use Flash as a GDF. Many
developers use Flash to create games for kids as well as games
for the Web. Flash puts little restrictions on what kind of
games you can develop (both 2D and 3D), but there are some
restrictions on what kind of software architecture you can
use in your applications. The programming language used
in Flash, Action Script, is not very different from Java so it
should be rather easy for the students to learn. The main
disadvantage using Flash in the software architecture course
was the license costs. As the computer and information
science department does not have a site license for the
Flash development kit, it would be too expensive to use.
XNA was found an attractive alternative for the students,
as it made it possible for them to create their own XBOX
360 games. XNA puts little restrictions on what kinds of
software architectures you apply in your software, and it
enables the developers to create almost any game. XNA has
strong support from its developer (Microsoft) and has a
strong community of developers along with a lot of resources
(graphics, examples, etc.). The main disadvantages using
XNA as a GDF in the course were that the students had to
learn C# and that the software could only run on Windows
machines. Compared to JGame and other Java-based GDFs,
XNA has a richer set of high-level APIs and a more mature
architecture.

Based on the evaluation described above, we chose XNA
as a GDF for our course. From previous experience we knew
that it does not require much effort and time to learn C# for
students that already know Java.

3.3. XQUEST—An Extension of the Chosen GDF. After
we had decided to use XNA as a GDF in the software
architecture course, we launched a project to extend XNA
to make XNA even easier to use in the student project.
This project implemented XQUEST (XNA QUick & Easy
Starter Template) [24], which is a small and lightweight
2D game library/game template developed at NTNU that
contains convenient game components, helper classes, and
other classes that can be used in the XNA game projects
(see Figure 2). The goal of XQUEST was to identify and
abstract common game programming tasks and create a
set of components that could be used by students of the
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Table 1: Evaluation of four GDF candidates.

Selection
requirement

XNA JGame Flash Scratch

(1) Easy to learn

Relatively easy to
learn, but requires to
learn several core
concepts to utilize the
offered possibilities.

Easy to learn, but
requires to learn
a small set of core
concepts.

Relatively easy to
learn, but requires to
learn several core
concepts to utilize the
offered possibilities.

Very easy and
intuitive to learn and
supports dynamic
changes to the game
in run time.

(2) Open develop
environment

XNA puts little
restrictions on what
kind of games can be
developed and
supports
development of both
2D and 3D games.
Not open source
project.

JGame supports
a limited set of games,
mainly classical 2D
arcade games. Open
source project.

Flash puts little
restrictions on what
kind of games can be
developed and
supports
development of both
2D and 3D. Not open
source project.

Scratch limits the
options of what kind
of games the user can
make through the
limited options
provided in the
graphical program-
ming environment.
Not open source
project.

(3) Familiar
programming
language

All programming is
done in C#.

All programming is
done in Java

Some programming
can be done using
drag-and-drop, but
most will be written
in Action Scripts.

All programming is
done in the visual
drag-and-drop
programming
language Scratch.

(4) Not in conflict
with educational
goals

XNA puts little
restrictions on what
kinds of software
architectures can be
used.

JGame puts some
restrictions on what
kinds of software
architecture can be
used.

Flash puts some
restrictions on what
kinds of software
architectures can be
used.

Scratch puts strict
restrictions on what
kinds of software
architectures can be
used.

(5) Stable
implementation

XNA has a very stable
implementation and
is updated regularly.

JGame has a relatively
stable
implementation and
is updated regularly.

Flash has a very stable
implementation and
is updated regularly.

Scratch has a
relatively stable
implementation and
is updated regularly.

(6) Sufficient
documentation

XNA is well
documented and
offers several tutorials
and examples. Many
books on XNA are
available.

JGame is not well
documented, but
some examples exist.

Flash is well
documented and
offers several tutorials
and examples. Many
books on Flash are
available.

Scratch is ok
documented and has
some examples and
tutorials available.

(7) Low costs

XNA is free to use.
A $99 for a year of
membership is
required to develop
games for XBOX 360.

JGame is free to use.

The Flash
development kit costs
$199 per license
(university license).

Scratch is free to use.

course to make their life easier. We choose to focus only
on 2D. There are a few reasons for this. First, the focus of
the student projects is software architecture, not making a
game with fancy 3D graphics. Second, students unfamiliar
with game programming and 3D programming may find
it daunting to have to learn the concepts needed for doing
full-blown 3D in XNA, such as shader programming and 3D
modeling, in addition to software architectures. To keep the
projects in 2D may reduce the effect of students focus only on
the game development and not on the software architecture
issues.

3.4. Teaching Software Architecture using XNA. XNA was
introduced in the software architecture course to motivate
students to put extra effort in the student project with the

goal to learn the course content such as attribute driven
design, design and architectural patterns, ATAM, design
of software architecture, view points, and implementation
of software architecture. This section will go through the
different phases of this project and describe how XNA
affected these phases.

3.4.1. Introduction of XNA Exercises. In the start of the
semester the course staff gave an introduction to course
where the software architecture project was presented. Before
the students started with their project, they had to do an
exercise individually or in pairs where they got to choose
their own partner. The goal of the first exercise was to get
familiar with the XNA framework and environment, and the
students were asked to complete four tasks.
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Figure 2: The XQUEST library shown in the XNA development environment.

(1) Draw a helicopter sprite on the screen and make it
move around on its own.

(2) Move around the helicopter sprite from previous task
using the keyboard, change the size of the sprite when
a key was pressed, rotate the sprite when another key
was pressed, and write the position of the sprite on
the screen.

(3) Animate the helicopter sprite using several frames
and do sprite collision with other sprites.

(4) Create the classical Pong game in XNA.

Before the students started on their XNA introduction
exercise, they got a two-hour technical introduction to XNA.
During the semester, two technical assistants were assigned
to help students with issues related to XNA. These assistants
had scheduled two hours per week to help students with
problems, in addition to answering emails about XNA issues.

3.4.2. Requirement and Architecture for the Game Project.
After the introduction exercise was delivered, the students
formed groups of four students. Students that did not
knew anyone were assigned to groups. The course staff
then issued the project task where the goal was to make
a functioning game using XNA based on students’ own
defined game concept. However, the game had to be
designed and implemented according to their specified and
designed software architecture. Further, the students had
to develop a software architecture that focused on one
particular quality attribute assigned by the course staff. We
used the following definitions for the quality attributes in
the game projects: Modifiability, the game architecture and
implementation should be easy to change in order to add
or modify functionality; Testability, the game architecture

and implementation should be easy to test in order to detect
possible faults and failures. These two quality attributes were
related to the course content and the textbook. A perfect
implementation was not the ultimate quest of this XNA game
project, but it was critical that the implementation reflected
the architectural description. It was also important that the
final delivery was well structured, easy to read, and made
according to the template provided by the course staff.

The first phase of the project was the requirement and
architecture phase where the students should deliver require-
ments and the software architecture of the game along with a
skeleton code reflecting the architecture. The requirements
document focused on a complete functional requirement
description of the game and several quality requirements for
the game described as scenario focusing on one particular
quality attribute. The architectural description was the most
important part of the final delivery of the game project, and
the students had to document their architecture according to
IEEE 1471-2000 [25]. The architecture documentation could
be altered several times before its final delivery. Table 2 lists
main attributes required in the architectural description in
the game projects.

We also required that the students wrote the code skele-
ton for the architecture they had designed. This was done
to emphasize the importance of starting the implementation
early and to ensure that students designed an architecture
that was possible to implement.

3.4.3. Evaluation of the Game Project. After the requirements,
the architecture and the code skeleton were delivered;
the student groups were assigned to evaluate each other’s
architecture using ATAM. The whole idea was for one project
group to evaluate the architecture of the other group’s game
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Table 2: List of architecture description for the game project.

#
Architectural
description attributes

Details of the
implementation

(1) Architectural drivers

The main drivers that affect
the system mostly,
including the attribute on
which the students focus.

(2)
Stakeholders and
concerns

Stakeholders of the system,
and their concerns.

(3)
Selection of
architectural
viewpoint

A list of the viewpoints
used, and their purpose,
target audience, and form
of description. Places to
look in for possible
viewpoints including the
book [12] and the 4 + 1
article by Kruchten [26].

(4) Quality tactics
Including all attributes and
more details for the focused
ones.

(5) Architectural patterns

The major patterns of your
architecture, both
architectural and major
design ones.

(6) Views

A separate section for each
required views: logic,
process, and development
views or other views added
by students.

(7)
Consistency among
views

Discuss the consistency
between each described
view.

(8)
Architectural
rationale

In this section and
subsections, add why things
are chosen.

to give feedback on the architecture related to the quality
focus of the software architecture [27]. It included attribute
utility tree, analysis of architectural approach, sensitivity
points, trade-off points, risks and non-risks, and risk themes.

3.4.4. Detailed Design and Implementation. The focus of
implementation phase was to design, implement, and test
the game application. The documentation delivered in this
phase focused on the test results from running the game
related to the specified requirements and the discussion
of the relationship between the implemented game and
the architectural documentation [14, 15]. Table 3 lists what
should be delivered in the implementation phase.

For the test report part in the Table 3, the functional
requirements and quality requirements had the attributes
like shown in Table 4 and Table 5. The test reports should
also include a discussion about the observation of the test
unless there was nothing to discuss about the test results.

At the end of this phase, the students had to submit their
final delivery of their projects that included all documents,
code, and other material from all project phases. The course
staff evaluated all the groups’ deliveries and gave grades by

Table 3: Design & implementation phase description.

#
Implementation
deliverables

Details of
implementation

(1)
Design and
implementation

A more detailed view of
the various parts of the
architecture description
of game design.

(2) User’s manual
To guide the users; the
steps to compile and run
the game.

(3) Test report

Contains both
functional requirements
and quality
requirements (quality
scenarios).

(4)
Relationship with the
architecture

List the inconsistencies
between the game
architecture and the
implementation and the
reasons for these
inconsistencies.

(5)
Problems, issues, and
points learned

Listing problems and
issues with the
document or with the
implementation process.

Table 4: Attributes of functional requirements.

F1: The role in game should be able to jump along happily

Executor Super Mario III

Date 23.3.2005

Time used 5 min

Evaluation Fail: White role cannot jump!

Table 5: Attributes of quality requirements.

A1: The role in game should not get stuck

Executor Snurre Sprett

Date 24.3.2005

Stimuli
The role should be able to move

around for 10 min

Expected response Success in 8 of 10 executions

Observed response Success in 3 of 10 executions

Evaluation Fail

judging document and implementation quality, document
and implementation completeness, architecture design, and
readability and structure of code and report.

3.4.5. The Game Project Workshop. In this workshop, selected
groups had to give short presentations about the project
goal, quality attribute focus, proposed architectural solution
with some diagrams or explanations, and an evaluation
of how well did the solution worked related to functional
requirements and quality focus. Further, the selected groups
ran demos of their games, and it was opened for questions
from the audience.
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The workshop provided an open mind environment to
let students give each other feedback, brainstorm about
improvements and ideas, and to discuss their ideas to give
a better understanding of the course content and game
architecture design.

3.4.6. Post-Mortem Analysis. In the final task in the project,
every group had to perform a post-mortem analysis of
their project. The focus of the PMA was to analyze
successes and problems of the project. The PMA was
documented in a short report that included a positive
(successes) and a negative (problems) KJ diagram (struc-
tured brainstorm map), a positive and a negative causal
map (a diagram that shows cause-effect relationships), and
experiences from using PMA [13]. The PMA made the
students reflect on their performance in the project and
gave them useful feedback to improve in the future projects
and inputs for the course staff to improve the course.
The main topics analyzed in the PMA were issues related
to group dynamics, time management, technical issues,
software architecture issues, project constraints, and personal
conflicts.

4. Experiences of using GDF in
Software Architecture

The experiences described in this section are based on the
final course evaluation, feedback from the students during
the project, and the project reports.

The final course evaluation made all students (manda-
tory) taking the course answer three questions. The results
reported below are a summary of the students’ responses
related to the project and the GDF.

(1) What have been good about software architecture
course?

(a) About the project itself: “Cool project”, “Really inter-
esting project”, “We had a lot of fun during the
project”, “It is cool to make a game”, “Fun to imple-
ment something practical such a game”, “Videogame
as an exercise is quite interesting”, “I really liked the
project”, and “The game was motivating and fun”.

(b) Project and learning: “Good architectural discussion
in the project group I was in”, “Learned a lot
about software architecture during the project”, “The
project helped to understand better the arguments
explained in the lectures, having fun at the mean-
time”, “Fun project where we learned a lot”, “I think
that the creation of a project from the beginning, with
the documentation until the code implementation,
was very helpful to better understand in practice
the focus of the course”, “The game project was
tightly connected to the syllabus and lectures and
gave valuable experience. The main thing I learned
was probably how much simpler everything gets if
you have a good architecture as a basis for your
system”, and “The interplay of game and architectural
approaches”.

(c) The project being practical work: “I think it was pretty
good that you guys made us do a lot of practical
work”, and “To choose C# as a platform is a good idea
as it is used a lot in the software industry; at the same
time it is very similar to Java so it is rather easy to
learn the language.”

(d) Interplay between groups: “It was also good to see the
results of the others’ projects in the final presenta-
tion”.

(2) What have been not so good about the course
software architecture?

(a) XNA support: “The way the student assistants were
organized; during the implementation periods at
least they should be available in a computer lab and
not just in the classroom”, “Maybe the use of XNA
Framework XQUEST was very difficult because I
never use it. Maybe some extra lecture focus on the
use of XQUEST Framework was better”, and “We did
not have lectures on XNA; could have got some more
basic info. . .Hmm . . .”

(b) XNA versus software architecture: “Took a lot of time
getting to know C# , I liked it, but I did not have the
time to study architecture” and “The use of game as
a project may have removed some of the focus away
from the architecture. XNA and games in general
limit the range of useful architectures.”

(3) What would you have changed for next year’s course?

(a) Project workload: “Maybe just little more time to
develop the game” and “I would change the impor-
tance of the project. I think that the workload of the
project was very big and it can matter the 50% of the
total exam.”

(b) XNA support: “Perhaps have some C# intro?” and “It
would be helpful to have some lab hours”.

(c) Project constraints: “Maybe more restrictions on game
type, to ensure that the groups choose games suited
for architectural experimentation.”

The responses from the students were overall very
positive. In the previous years, the students in the software
architecture course had to design the architecture and
implement a robot controller for a robot simulator in Java.
The feedback from the XNA project was much more positive
than the feedback from the robot controller project. Other
positive feedback we got from the students was that they felt
they learned a lot from the game project, that they liked the
practical approach of the project and having to learn C#,
and the interaction between the groups (both ATAM and the
project workshop).

The negative feedback from the course evaluation was
focusing on the lack of XNA support and technical support
during the project and that some student felt that there was
too much focus on C#, XNA, and games and too little on
software architecture.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3: Game based on XNA framework (Top left: Racing; Top right: Codename Gordon; Bottom: RPG).

The suggestions to improve the course were mainly
according to the negative feedback, namely, to improve XNA
support and to adjust the workload of the project. One
student also suggested limiting the types of games to be
implemented in project to ensure more focus on software
architectural experimentation.

4.1. Snapshots from Some Student Projects. Figure 3 shows
screenshots from four student game projects. The game at the
upper left corner is a racing game, the game at the upper right
corner is a platform game, and the two games below are role-
playing games (RPGs). Some of the XNA games developed
were original and interesting. Most games were entertaining
but were lacking contents and more than one level due to
time constraints.

5. Related Work

This paper describes experiences from utilizing the special
features of a GDF in a software architecture course. The
main benefits from applying a GDF in a CS or SE course
is that the students get more motivated during the software
development project. As far as we know, there are few
papers that describe the usage of a professional GDF concept
applied in universities courses that is not directly a target
for learning game development, especially no papers about
usage of XNA in higher education. However, there are
some related approaches in education described in this
section.

El-Nasr and Smith describes how the use of modifying
or modding existing games can be used to learn computer

science, mathematics, physics, and ascetic principles [10].
The paper describes how they used modding of the WarCraft
III engine to teach high school students a class on game
design and programming. Further, they describe experi-
ences from teaching university students a more advanced
class on game design and programming using the Unreal
Tournament 2003 engine. Finally, they present observations
from student projects that involve modding of game engines.
Although the paper claims to teach students other things
than pure game design and programming, the GDFs were
used in the context of game development courses.

The framework Minueto [28] is implemented in Java,
and it is used by students in their second year of
undergraduate studies at McGill University in Montreal,
Canada. The framework encapsulates graphics, audio, and
keyboard/mouse inputs to simplify Java game development.
It allows development of 2D games, such as card games
and strategy games, but it lacks in support for visual
programming and suffers from limited documentation.

The Labyrinth [29] is implemented in Java, and it is
a flexible and easy-to-use computer game framework. The
framework enables instructors to expose students to very
specific aspects of computer science courses. The framework
is a finished game in the Pac-Man genre, highly modular,
and it lets the students change different aspects of the game.
However, it cannot be used to develop different genres of
game, and there is little room for changing the software
architecture of the framework.

The JIG (Java Instructional Gaming) Project [30] is a
collaborative effort between Scott Wallace (Washington State
University Vancouver) and Andrew Nierman (University of
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Puget Sound) in conjunction with a small group of dedicated
students. It has three aims: (1) to build a Java Instructional
Game Engine suitable for a wide variety of students at all
levels in the curriculum; (2) to create a set of educational
resources to support the use of the game engine at small,
resource-limited, schools; (3) to develop a community of
educators that use and help improve these resources. The
JIG Project was proposed in 2006, after a survey of existing
game engines revealed a very limited supply of existing 2D
Java game engines. JIG is still in development.

GarageGames [31] offers two game engines written in
C++. The Torque Game Engine targets 3D games, while
the Game Builder provides a 2D API and encourages
programmers to develop using a proprietary language (C++
can also be used). Both engines are aimed at a wide
audience, including students and professionals. The engines
are available under separate licenses ($50 per license per year
for each engine) that allow full access to the source code.
Documentation and tutorials cover topics appropriate for
beginners and advanced users.

The University of Michigan’s DXFramework [32] game
engine is written in C++. The current version is targeted
specifically for 2D games, although previous versions have
included a 3D API as well. This engine is designed for game
programming education and is in its third major iteration.
The DXFramework is an open source project. Compared to
XNA, DXFramework has no competitive advantage as it has
limited support for visual programming, and it is not easier
than XNA to learn.

The University of North Texas’s SAGE [33] game engine
is written in C++, and targets 3D games, not 2D. Like
the DXFramework, SAGE is targeted specifically for game
programming educational usage. The source code can be
downloaded and is currently available without license.

Marist College’s GEDI [34] game engine provides a
second alternative for 2D game design in C++, and is also
designed with game programming educational use in mind.
Source code can be downloaded and is currently available
without license, but GEDI is still in the early phases of
development. Only one example game is distributed with the
code, and little documentation is available.

For business teaching, Arena3D [35] is a game visu-
alization framework with its animated 3D representations
of the work environments; it simulates patients queuing at
the front desk and interacts with the staff. IBM has also
produced a business game called INNOV8 [36] which is
“an interactive, 3-D business simulator designed to teach the
fundamentals of business process management and bridge
the gap in understanding between business leaders and IT
teams in an organization”.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we have presented a case study of how a
GDF was evaluated, chosen, and integrated with a software
architecture course. The main goal of introducing a GDF and
a game development project in this course was to motivate
students to learn more about software architecture during
the game development project. The positive feedback from

the students indicates that this was a good choice as the
students really enjoyed the project and learned software
architecture from carrying out the project.

We will continue to explore the area of using games,
games concept, and game development in CS and SE edu-
cation and evaluate how this affects the students’ motivation
and performance. The choice of XNA as a GDF proved to
be a good choice for our software architecture course. The
main disadvantage using XNA is the lack of support for non-
Windows operating systems like Linux and Mac OS X. Mono.
XNA is a cross platform implementation of the XNA game
framework that allows XNA to run on Windows, Mac OS
X, and Linux using OpenGL [37]. The project is still in an
early phase. An alternative to solve this problem is to let the
students choose between different GDFs, for example, XNA
and a Java-based GDF. The main challenge for this approach
is that the course staff needs to know all the GDFs offered
to the students to give proper technical assistance. Based on
the feedback from the students; the technical support is very
important and must be considered before providing choices
of more GDFs.
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1. Introduction

Since the first boom of video games in the 80s, the gaming
industry has held an important place in the world market.
According to the Entertainment Software Association fig-
ures (http://www.theesa.com/facts/pdfs/ESA EF 2008.pdf)
accessed 26 August 2008, in 2007 the market of
U.S. computer and video games amounts to $9.5
billion. This is almost equal to the U.S. movie market
(http://www.the-numbers.com/market/2007.php) accessed
26 August 2008 ($9.6 billion in 2007). Students currently in
university were born with video games, which are as much a
part of their culture as TV, movies, or books.

However, to progress in video games, the player must at
the same time play and learn. Serious games use this feature
to interest players in specific topics, teach some specific
educational content, or train workers to specific tasks. The
idea is that entertainment can lead to learning if some specific
constraints are respected.

On the other hand, all over the world, students are
becoming less interested in science. In computer science, for
example, according to Crenshaw et al. [1] and Kelleher [2],
the number of students is shrinking. Moreover, “colleges and
universities routinely report that 50% or more of those students

who initially choose computer science study soon decide to
abandon it” [3, page 39]. Our university experiences the same
phenomenon with a decrease of 16.6% over the last four
years in students studying computer science.

Therefore, in the computer science education research
field, there is an important area directed to the recruitment
and retention of students [4]. A promising way explored
by this specific research is using games to teach and learn
programming [5]. It allows students to better learn in a
familiar and playful environment. Moreover, it promotes
collaborative learning and spurs student to learn.

We propose to study if serious games, which can be
collaborative learning games, could be of value in order to
teach programming and to attract and keep computer science
students. The question is: Is it interesting to use a serious
game for teaching programming?

To achieve this goal, we propose the methodology of
design experiments [6]: “prototypically, design experiments
entail both “engineering” particular forms of learning and
systematically studying those forms of learning within the
context defined by the means of supporting them. This designed
context is subject to test and revision, and the successive
iterations that result play a role similar to that of systematic
variation in experiment.” The intent of this methodology
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in educational research is to investigate the possibilities for
educational improvement by bringing about new forms of
learning in order to study them. Because designs are typically
test-beds for innovation, the nature of the methodology
is highly interventionist, involving a research team, one or
more teachers, at least one student, and eventually school
administrators. Design contexts are conceptualized as inter-
acting systems and are implemented with a hypothesized
learning process and the means of supporting it. Although
design experiments are conducted in a limited number of
settings, they aim to develop a relatively humble theory
that targets a domain specific learning process. To prepare
a design experiment, the research team has to define a
theoretical intent and specify disciplinary ideas and forms of
teaching that constitute the prospective goals or endpoints to
student learning. The challenge is to formulate a design that
embodies testable conjectures about both significant shifts in
student learning and the specific means of supporting those
shifts. In our experiment, the theory we attempt to develop is
the process of learning programming through serious games.
In this paper, we discuss how to build a design context that
will allow us to construct several conjectures to test our
theory about an original form of programming teaching.

In the rest of this paper, we define briefly what a serious
game is and what its learning aims are. After presenting
programming teaching features and associated environment,
we analyse some of them in reference to learning objectives
and serious games features. Because there is currently no
serious game dedicated to this field and suitable to design
experiments, the rest of the paper presents the serious
game we built. Section 4 presents how we chose the video
game that supports our serious game. Section 5 details the
implementation of our serious game. Section 6 describes
how learning objectives are mapped into the game from the
student, teacher, and knowledge points of view. Section 7
explains how we will conduct our first experiment.

2. Serious Games

2.1. Definitions. For Zyda [7], a serious game is “a mental
contest, played with a computer in accordance with specific
rules, that uses entertainment to further government or cor-
porate training, education, health, public policy, and strategic
communication objectives.” Thus, any video game built to
differ from pure entertainment can be considered as a serious
game. Serious games represent, therefore, a wide range of
digital games. Blackman [8] gives a synopsis of the gaming
industry and its applications. Sophisticated video game
graphic engines are nowadays used for nongame applications
because they offer real-time rendering and physical models.
Applications such as simulators can use such video game
technologies. Serious games are not restricted to video
games; they can also be based on simulators. Figure 1
illustrates the relationship between video games, simulators,
and serious games.

2.2. Example of Serious Games. To highlight the relationship
between the target public and serious game objectives

Serious games
Video games

Simulators

Figure 1: Relation between video games, simulators, and serious
games.

we present three examples of serious games following
different aims: “Darfur is Dying” (http://www.darfurisdying
.com/) accessed 30 November 2008, “Tactical Language
& Culture” (http://www.tacticallanguage.com/) accessed
30 November 2008, and “America’s Army” (http://www
.americasarmy.com/) accessed 30 November 2008; “Darfur
is Dying” is a game developed in partnership with the
Reebok Human Rights Foundation and the International
Crisis Group. The purpose of this game is to increase public
awareness of the crisis in Darfur. The player controls a
Darfurian who forages for water and develops his/her camp.
Because the objective was to reach a maximum of people,
“Darfur is Dying” is a minigame based on a platform game
genre easy to play even for nongamers. It is free and accessible
by everyone.

“Tactical Language & Culture” is a game started in 2003
as a research project at the University of Southern California’s
Information Sciences Institute under funding from the
Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA). Its
purpose is to teach foreign languages and cultural knowledge
needed to conduct tasks effectively and safely during both
daily life and military missions. Currently, it offers courses
in Iraqi Arabic language and culture (Tactical Iraqi), Pashto
language and culture for the Pashtun regions of Afghanistan
(Tactical Pashto), and French as spoken in the countries
of Sahel Africa (Tactical French). “Tactical Language &
Culture” is a complex game targeted for servicemen. It is
based on a role-playing game genre to enable an immersive
communication with virtual avatars in the game. It is played
in interaction with a virtual tutor who evaluates the learner’s
speech and gives feedback on errors.

“America’s Army” is a game launched in July 2002
designed by the Modelling, Virtual Environments, and
Simulation (MOVES) Institute at the Naval Postgraduate
School in Monterey, Calif, USA. It was initially built as
a recruiting tool for the United States of America’s army.
However it became the first really successful serious game
and is currently one of the ten most popular PC action games
played online. “America’s Army” is a complex game based on
a shooter game genre to immerse the player in action. It is a
free multiplayer game requiring a team effort.

These serious games use entertainment to pursue dif-
ferent learning objectives: “Darfur is dying” tries to raise
public awareness; “Tactical Language & Culture” aims to
learn foreign languages and cultures; “America’s Army” tries
to attract young people to join the US Army.

2.3. Video Games. Serious games are mainly based on video
games that define their usability. According to the aims
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of the serious game, the video games characteristics of
game genre, game mode, and game complexity define the
target audience. The game genre is used to classify video
games. Some examples are “shooters” like “Doom” series
or “Counter Strike” (players combat several characters with
projectile weapons, such as guns or missiles), “sports” like
“Pro Evolution Soccer” or “Virtual Tennis” series (emulates
the playing of traditional physical sports), “strategy” like
“Age of Empires” or “Civilization” series (players control
an army and command it to achieve objectives), or “role-
playing” like “Final Fantasy” series or “World of Warcraft”
(players are cast in the role of one or more “adventurers” to
progress through a predetermined storyline).

We define the game mode as the networked nature of
the game. Single player refers to a game, where only one
player can interact with the game. The player plays against
preprogrammed challenges and/or opponents controlled by
Artificial Intelligences (AI). A multiplayer mode allows play-
ers to interact with each other. Partnerships, cooperation,
competitions, or rivalries emerge to provide a form of social
communication.

The Game complexity refers as in [9] to the duration
of the game. Minigames or trivial games take less than one
hour to complete, treat only one subject, puzzle, or game
play type in a small way. Complex games take more than
ten hours to complete, provide a sophisticated mixture of
difficult challenges that typically intertwine and support
each other. Main features of complex games are levelling-
up, adaptability, clear and worthwhile goals, interaction with
other players, and shared experiences.

The choice of a game genre, a game mode, and the
complexity of the video game is a crucial point to be in
agreement with the target audience and the serious game
objectives.

2.4. Serious Games and Learning. The critical point of
serious games is the relationship between the game and the
educational content: Zyda [7] wrote that “Pedagogy must
be subordinate to story—the entertainment component comes
first.” A hypothesis is that if the game is attractive, fun,
and stimulating, and encourages the player to progress, then
she/he will automatically learn skills from the game and
will absorb a lot of information. What about serious games
devoted to teaching how to program? Is there a need for such
tools?

3. Programming Fundamentals Learning

In order to determine if serious games can be useful for
teaching programming, we present educational features,
bring to light problems encountered by students, and
expose different solutions proposed by teachers. Among the
developed tools devoted to this field, we chose to analyse
some of them in reference to learning objectives and serious
games features.

3.1. Features. An ACM/IEEE report [3] provides an overview
of the different kinds of undergraduate degree curricula in

computing. This report divides computing in five major
disciplines: Computer Engineering (CE), Computer Science
(CS), Information Systems (IS), Information Technology
(IT), and Software Engineering (SE). It shows that the
most important requirement for all these disciplines is the
“Programming Fundamentals” topic, and the ability to “Do
small-scale programming” is the most expected performance
capability. The requirements of “Programming fundamen-
tals” (PFs) are detailed in another report [10], which defines
precisely the features of programming courses and outlines
a set of recommendations for undergraduate curricula.
It is divided in 5 core units: fundamental programming
constructs (PF1), algorithms and problem solving (PF2),
fundamental data structures (PF3), recursion (PF4), and
event-driven programming (PF5). There are no recommen-
dations on the programming language used for teaching. The
main topics taught in PF are variables, types, expressions,
assignments, simple Input/Output, conditional and iterative
control structures, functions, parameter passing, arrays, and
records.

3.2. Problems. Programming fundamentals are hard skills
to learn, especially for novices, for several reasons. First,
students encounter some unexpected epistemological obsta-
cles, like learning looping constructs [11, 12], conditionals,
or assembling programs out of base components: “Data
structure and algorithms [. . .] are often difficult issues, since
capturing the dynamic nature of abstract algorithms is not
a straightforward task” [13]. Thus, “the lack of student
programming skill even after a year of undergraduate studies
in computer science was noted and measured in the early 80’s
[14] and again in this decade [15]” [4, page 127].

Second, the computer environment they use daily, to
play or chat for example, is very different from the one
they use for learning and they do not immediately see
the connection between the two universes: “People studying
pedagogical techniques agree that students who are new to
computer science typically find the field full of theoretical,
technical, or even tedious concepts” [16].

Third, learning how to program assumes lectures, classes,
and practice sessions. To be able to program, students need
to know programming skills and concepts, but to learn
those skills and concepts they have to practice programming.
Dealing with this paradox, Greitzer et al. [9] explain in
particular that “an effective approach is to encourage learners
to work immediately on meaningful, realistic tasks.”

3.3. Some Solutions. To the question as to what makes
programming easier for novices and what helps students to
acquire programming fundamentals, a great many answers
are proposed in the literature. For example, Stevenson
and Wagner [17] analyse assignments from textbooks and
historical usage to look for student’s problems and propose a
set of characteristics and assignments that should be a “good
programming assignment” in CS1: (1) be based on a real-
world problem; (2) allow the students to generate a realistic
solution to that problem; (3) allow them to focus on current
topic(s) from class within the context of larger programs;
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(4) be challenging; (5) be interesting; (6) make use of one
or more existing application programming interfaces (APIs);
(7) have multiple levels of challenge and achievement, thus
supporting possible refactoring; (8) allow some creativity
and innovation. To implement this assignment, the authors
propose a CS1 project based on a web crawler and a spam
evaluator.

Another trend, studying how students relate to computer
science and why they quit, has shown that a lack of meaning
and relevance is key issues that create distaste for the
discipline [4, page 150]. One answer is to develop specific
interesting and relevant computational artefacts that have
meaning for students. In this direction, three approaches
exist: (1) building novice-programming environments, using
(2) programming contests or (3) video games.

Many novice-programming environments have been
built. Most of them use block-based graphical languages.
This programming metaphor allows students to forget syntax
and directly experiment with programming. Here are a few
examples.

(i) StarLogo The Next Generation [18] uses computer
game design as the motivation and theme to intro-
duce programming to middle or high school stu-
dents. It is a modelling and simulation software.
Students and teachers use agents-based program-
ming and 3D graphics to create and understand
simulations and complex systems.

(ii) Scratch [19] is a programming language that makes it
easy to create interactive stories, animations, games,
music, and art and share them through the web.
It is designed to help young people (ages 8 and
up) develop learning skills from several disciplines.
As they create Scratch projects, young people learn
important mathematical and computational ideas,
while also gaining a deeper understanding of the
process of design.

(iii) Alice2 [20] is a programming environment designed
for teaching programming while building 3D virtual
worlds. This drag and drop programming system
allows users to experiment with the logic and pro-
gramming structures taught in introductory pro-
gramming classes without making syntax errors. It
allows users to experiment with conditionals, loops,
variables, parameters, and procedures.

(iv) Cleogo [21] is a groupware environment that allows
several users to simultaneously develop programs
through any mixture of three alternative program-
ming metaphors: a direct manipulation language for
programming by demonstration an iconic language
and a standard text-based language. Cleogo is moti-
vated by the pedagogical values of peer learning and
of collaborative problem solving, at home and at
work.

The second approach consists in using competition to
motivate students. Robocode (http://robocode.sourceforge
.net/) accessed 17 April 2007, is a Java programming game,

where the goal is to develop a robot battle tank to battle
against other tanks programmed by other players. It is
designed to help people learn Java programming. The robot
battles are running in real-time and on-screen. It is suitable
to all kind of programmers from beginners (a simple robot
can be written in just a few minutes) to experts (perfecting
an AI can take months).

The last approach uses video games in order to hook
the player and bring him/her to programming. Two uses
have been experimented: implementing new video games
and playing video games. For example, in [22], students
are required to implement in C++, through a collaborative
project, a small-to-medium scale interactive computer game
in one semester, making use of a game framework. In [23],
a case study based on EEClone is proposed. EEClone is an
arcade-style computer game implemented in Java: students
analysed various design patterns within EEClone, and from
this experience, learned how to apply design patterns in their
own game software. In [5], a “Game First” approach is used
to teach introductory programming. These authors believe
that game programming motivates most new programmers.
They use 2D game development as a unifying theme.

Another solution is to let students learn when they play a
game. Two games use this approach: the Wireless Intelligent
agent Simulation Environment (WISE) [24] and Colobot
(http://www.ceebot.com/colobot/index-e.php) accessed 21
September 2007. WISE combines activities from virtual and
physical versions of the Wumpus World game. It allows
physically distributed agents to play an interactive game and
provides a dynamic learning environment that can enhance
a number of computer science courses: it can be used as
a medium for demonstrating techniques in lectures; in the
classes students can work on laboratory exercises that test,
expand, or modify the simulator. The Wumpus World game
can be played cooperatively or competitively. But WISE
requires a great number of resources (e.g., space, robots, and
so on) for the physical version.

Colobot is the only example that we know, of a complete
video game, which mixes interactivity, storytelling, and
programming. In this game, the user must colonize a planet
using some robots that she/he is able to program in a
specific object oriented programming language similar to
C++. The only drawback in our opinion is that Colobot has
no multiplayer mode.

3.4. Conclusion. “Although there is a weak theoretical basis
and few techniques for measuring learning in computer
science” [21, page 151], several environments for teaching
programming have been developed. Stevenson and Wagner
[17] define a set of characteristics for a “good assignment.”
All the studied environments agree with the criteria number
two (generate a realistic solution), three (focus on current
topics from class), four (be challenging), five (be interesting),
seven (offers multiple levels of challenge), and eight (allow
creativity and innovation). However none is based on real-
world problems. But when students use Robocode, EEClone,
and Colobot, they use complex APIs.

Novice programming environments (StarLogo, Scratch,
Alice2, and Cleogo) are not games and cannot be considered
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Figure 2: Age of students.

as serious games. In [5, 22, 23], since students have to
build a game and not to play, these approaches cannot be
considered as games. Among the others, only Robocode,
WISE, and Colobot use a gaming activity to stimulate
the player. However, only Colobot allows the player to
interactively program in game. But it is not free and cannot
be adapted to different teaching context. Indeed, it is devoted
to a specific programming language and cannot be adapted
to specific pedagogical choices. Since in [10] there is no
recommendation about the programming language, there
is no consensus about the choice of a language. Indeed
for pedagogical reasons, some teachers develop their own
programming languages. Moreover, it is not easy for a
teacher to introduce new exercises into the game. Since our
experiment lies on design experiments, we need to test a
serious game dedicated to teaching programming in several
contexts with different teachers and students. The existing
games do not allow that, and thus we decided to build our
own serious game.

4. What Kind of Video Game for Our
Serious Game?

The usability of a serious game is based on the compatibility
between the learning objectives and the target public. Since
we want to build a serious game for students in computer
science, we have to base it on one of their most played video
games. Our first step was thus to ask what kind of video
games our students practice, and to find the most suitable
one to motivate students to program.

4.1. Students and Video Games. To check the interest of our
students in the kind of game they practice, we submitted
a survey: 181 students were questioned (154 males and
27 females) in three different curricula (two on computer
science and one on civil engineering). The average age is 21
years old (see Figure 2 for distribution).

The first analysis verifies ESA’s results about the student
interest in games at our university. Figure 3 shows the
percentage of students who play (males and females). More
players are males but a small majority of females also play
video games. We infer from these figures that video games are
widely played by our students, even for females. These results
corroborate the potential of serious games for these students.

14%

86%

Player
Not player

(a)

9%

91%

Player
Not player

(b)

48% 52%

Player
Not player

(c)

Figure 3: (a) Players’ percentage for all participants, (b) males, and
(c) females.

The second analysis identifies the most used game genre
played by our students. Figure 4 shows the percentage of
players who play each game genre. The most played game
genre is strategy games. We notice that this game genre is also
appreciated by females (57% of female players play strategy
games).
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Figure 4: Percentage of players who play each game genre.
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Figure 5: Percentage of players who play multiplayer games.

Figure 5 shows the percentage of students who used
multiplayer games. As we can see, most of them use this type
of game.

Thus, to be adapted to our target audience, our serious
game should be based on a multiplayer strategy game.

4.2. What is a Strategy Game? Strategy games are, by and
large, represented by Real-Time Strategy (RTS) games. In
this game genre players evolve in a virtual environment,
where resources are scattered on a map. RTS is traditionally
structured around three main phases closely linked: harvest-
ing resources, building structures and units, and fighting
opponents. To win a game, the player has to destroy all
structures and units of opponents or achieve a specific goal.
To build a strong army, a good economy is required and
protection of strategic areas is essential.

A strong player should show abilities in planning and
know how to anticipate and react. She/he has to command
hundreds of units, which leads to a large cognitive load.
Moreover, RTSs have an important feature: the “fog of
war.” This hides the movements and actions of opponents

until they come into the line of sight of one of the player
troops. The player evolves in a virtual world with incomplete
information, which increases the game interest.

Traditionally, RTSs provide two types of game: Campaign
and Skirmish. Campaigns attract the player and teach
him/her how to play, and skirmishes extend the life of the
game. A campaign is divided in missions that gradually
introduce game contents and complexity. Skirmishes require
a better control of the game. The player fights against
computer AIs or other players. Moreover, to increase the
game challenge, it is always possible to find better or
equivalent players on the Internet.

In RTS games, a player gives orders to his/her units to
carry out operations (i.e., moving, building, etc.). Typically,
these instructions are given by clicking on a map with the
mouse. An RTS game, where such instructions can be given
through programs, might be the answer to our serious game.
The idea is to stimulate the player to give orders through
programs. These programs will assist the student/player
during the game and should increase his/her probability of
winning, if they are efficient, relevant, and suitable to the
game. Moreover, when they test their programs, students will
still use the same environment (the game).

4.3. Are Strategy Games Compatible with Teaching Program-
ming? As we have seen before, serious games for teaching
programming already exist and are used. In particular,
Colobot is based on a sort of RTS. In Colobot, teaching
is provided through an interactive library available for
consultation but a teacher using Colobot cannot modify or
adapt it to his/her courses. And there is only one course level
for novice programmers (PF).

Learning how to program requires writing programs. A
priori, RTS and programming activities are incompatible:
real-time games are dynamics and have a strong interac-
tivity with the player, and programming tasks require time
for design and implementation of programs. Integrating
programming activities in an RTS should then modify
foundations of the game. Colobot and Robocode found two
different solutions to solve this problem.

(i) Colobot is based on a modified RTS to enable in-
game programming. The common rules of the game
are modified by this fact, and it demands a specific
skill from the player. For example, the player cannot
control several entities in the game at the same time.

(ii) Robocode distinguishes between programming and
playing activities. First, the player writes an AI, and
then she/he runs them. Thus the player is inactive
during the simulation and is merely a spectator of
his/her AI.

5. Implementation

RTSs are very complex programs, with more than tens of
thousands of code lines. Because our goal was not to develop
a new RTS, we decided to use an existing engine. This engine
had to be open sourced to allow us to develop the specific
features of the serious game.
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Figure 6: Kernel Panic.

5.1. Game Engine Choice. We found two open source
multiplayer 3D RTS engines: the Spring project
(http://spring.clan-sy.com/) accessed 2 February 2007,
and Open Real-Time Strategy (ORTS). ORTS [25, 26] has
been developed to provide a programming environment for
discussing problems related to AI. This game is designed to
allow the user to easily program and integrate his/her AIs. It
is aimed at users who already know how to program. Spring
is a project aiming to create a new and versatile RTS Engine
which was built to reuse some game data from a commercial
game called Total Annihilation. Currently, Spring is more
successful than ORTS. A gamer community plays Spring
everyday on the Internet. This community helps to discover
bugs, which are fixed by a development group. This process
is not present in ORTS which is experimental. We chose the
Spring engine instead of ORTS because of this community.

5.2. Characteristics of Spring. Along with the Spring engine,
several “mods” exist ( http://spring.clan-sy .com/wiki/Mods)
accessed 26 August 2008, (mods constitute additions to
a game that change the way it works). For our experi-
ment, we chose to use “Kernel Panic” (http://spring.clan-sy
.com/wiki/Kernel Panic) accessed 26 August 2008; Figure 6
presents a screenshot of Kernel Panic, where three players
(red, green, and pink) fight on a map. Kernel Panic uses
computer science metaphors, like bits and pointers, which
is an asset for our training purposes. Moreover, Kernel Panic
is a simplified RTS with the following features: there is no
resource management except for time and space; all units are
free to create; it has a small technology improvement tree
with less than ten units; it uses low-end vectorial graphics,
which match the universe. These characteristics emphasize
strategy and tactics in an action-oriented game while always
remaining user friendly.

5.3. Serious Game Implementation. To adapt the Spring
engine to the serious game we wanted to build, we had to take
into account some constraints: (i) allow players to write code

Table 1

GEI Init Create the shared memory

GEI Quit Close the shared memory

GEI Update Make an update if it is required

GEI ExecPendingActions Execute pending actions

Table 2

openGame Connect the program to the shared memory

closeGame Disconnect the program from the shared memory

refreshGame Ask the game engine to update its data

getMapSize Get the map size

numberEnemies Get the number of enemies visible by the player

numberUnits Get the number of units controlled by the player

getUnit Get the nth unit of the player

giveOrder Set an action to the unit on a target

unitStop Command a unit to stop its current action

plugged dynamically into the game; (ii) protect the game
engine against player’s code bugs; (iii) hide the complexity
of the game engine; (iv) support different programming
languages. The integration of the player’s code in the engine
must be interactive (without stopping the game) in order to
maintain the progress and coherence of the game.

In some previous works [27] we used an implementation
based on a dynamic library. Use of dynamic libraries turned
out to be inadaptable to interpreted languages. Indeed,
dynamic libraries solve problems in a single process: the
game engine. This process controls student’s computer pro-
grams. But interpreted languages also require an interpreter
which is carried out in its own process. Thus, we discovered
limits of the use of a dynamic library containing the player’s
code.

Considering this drawback, we designed a new sys-
tem. Students’ programs are not included in a dynamic
library loaded and performed by the game but are running
in an independent process and communicate with the
game. This enables the use of compiled or interpreted
languages. A set of techniques exist for exchanging data
among processes. We needed a portable and fast solution
designed for process communication and not just threads
communication. We chose to use the Boost interpro-
cess library (http://www.boost.org/doc/libs/1 37 0/doc/html
/interprocess.html) accessed 26 November 2008, that pro-
vides shared memory functionality. Moreover, this library
offers the possibility to use complex data, like vectors or
maps, in the shared memory.

The UML component diagram in Figure 7 expresses the
dependencies between the player’s program and the game
engine. These two components interact through the Game
Engine Interface (GEI). The “Supplier GEI” is used by the
game engine. We have integrated into the game engine some
modifications. When the game starts, it creates the “Supplier
GEI,” and then the supplier interface can be used through the
subroutines in Table 1.
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Supplier interface

+GEI_Init()
+GEI_Quit()
+GEI_Update()
+GEI_ExecPendingActions()

Supplier GEI

Boost/interprocess

Shared memory

Client GEI

Client interface

+openGame()
+closeGame()
+refreshGame()
+getMapSize(): position
+numberEnemies(): integer
+numberUnits(): integer
+getUnit(): unit
+giveOrder(u: unit, a: action, t: target)
+unitStop(u: unit)

Player's program Game engine

<<library>>

<<import>> <<import>>

<<artifact>> <<artifact>>

<<artifact>>

<<access>><<access>>

Figure 7: Architecture.

Table 3: Teaching organization schedule.

Session 1 Session 2 Two weeks Session 3 Session 4

Presentation of the
initial version of
the RTS followed
by a multiplayer
playing session

Presentation of the
API and carrying
out the five
missions of the
campaign

Students develop
their own
programs by
themselves with
teachers remote
tutoring and if they
want with peers

Multiplayer
playing using
student’s programs

Institutionalization

The “Client GEI” is used by the player’s program. After
creating the “Client GEI,” it can use the client interface to
interact with the game engine through the subroutines in
Table 2.

GEIs use the Boost interprocess library to interact
with the shared memory. GEIs hide the synchronization
complexity of the shared memory and make communication
with the game easier. At the request of the student program,
pertinent data is copied into the shared memory. To avoid
incoherent situations, students’ programs work on this copy.
In this way, at any time, the player can change his/her
code and carry it out to use the shared memory and to
communicate with the game.

All languages that are able to use a C library can use
the “Client GEI” and communicate with the game engine.
Currently, we propose interfaces for the “Client GEI” in
C, C++, Java, Visual Basic for Application (VBA), and an
interpreted language called “Compaglo” (used in a specific
course at our university).

6. Mapping Learning Objectives into the Game

Is the built serious game compatible with learning objectives?
Different viewpoints can be envisaged: the student view, the
teacher view, and the knowledge view.

6.1. The Student Point of View. The first step for a student
is to learn how to use the serious game. Especially at
the beginning, students have to understand what they can
program and how they can do it through the “client GEI.” A
campaign seems to be very suitable for game appropriation
where motivation is maintained by a story.

When players are over with all the missions, they should
be able to control the serious game and develop their own
AIs for skirmishes. To build these AIs, players need to call
upon their skills learned during the campaign. They have to
design and implement each AI. The developed AIs span from
simpler ones for novices, to very complex ones for experts.

In skirmishes, a student can play against the computer or
against his/her friends. Multiplayer sessions encourage them
to carry out new challenges. The motivation is maintained by
competition between players.

The player defines a strategy, composed by a set of tasks,
to win. She/he can choose to carry out some of them through
AI. If the developed AIs improve the game, students will be
better when they play. They will then perhaps find interest in
programming, spend time to perform it and so increase their
abilities in programming practice.

6.2. The Teacher Point of View. The serious game we built
can be adapted to the programming language chosen by
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program mission1
glossary

Unit u
Position p

begin
openGame()
p.x← 1056
p.y← 1792
u← getUnit(1)
giveOrder(u, MOVE, p)
closeGame()

end

Algorithm 1: Mission one algorithm.

the teacher. According to the language characteristics, she/he
can build activities for different course levels from PF to
complex AI algorithms. Moreover, if s/he chooses to use the
multiplayer mode, she/he can use individual, competitive,
and collaborative pedagogical methods.

6.3. The Knowledge Point of View. Because unlike Colobot,
the tool has not an interactive library of programming skills,
it cannot be used without an appropriate teaching environ-
ment: students need to be assisted by teachers and peers
to write their AIs and, after playing, an institutionalization
[28] stage is necessary to carry out collaborative learning.
Simon [29] defines institutionalization as a phase where ideas
“constructed or modified during problem solving attain the
status of knowledge in the classroom community.” PF skills
are gradually introduced through the missions, which initial
aims are to progress in the story.

GEI is a fairly complex Application Programming Inter-
face (API) which is not simple for novices to use. Teachers
can develop an overlay adapted to their own subroutines
specifications.

7. First Experiment

Before conducting design experiments with different teach-
ers and students, we decided to test our serious game on
some of our students and first define a simplified design
experiment. To comply with the traditional game mode of
an RTS, we first propose to carry out a campaign and then to
develop additional programs usable in multiplayer sessions.
We first present an example of a campaign, then we show
how to organise a skirmish to ensure learning.

7.1. Our Campaign. “Kernel Panic” is only a multiplayer
game and does not provide campaigns. Therefore, we built a
campaign to gradually introduce learning topics and enable
students to learn how to play and to program AIs. We take
advantage of the Kernel Panic universe and offer students the
following scenario: “For a certain number of years, a secret
war is rife inside computers. Steady attacks are led against
innocent victims. Today is your turn. Your aggressor captured

your mouse controller. You must recover it. Your only solution:
programming.”

To achieve this objective, five missions are created.

(i) Mission 1. “You lost a lot of units in the last attack.
Units currently alive are dispersed on the map. You
have only one BIT under control. You must go to the
rally point at position (1056, 1792) to find other units.”
To succeed, the player has to make a small program
where she/he uses variables, types, assignments, func-
tions, parameter passing, and records. Algorithm 1
shows a solution.

(ii) Mission 2. “You just found a BYTE unit. It tells you
that other units are reassembled not far. It gives you
the position (479, 1825) of a BYTE group that it
tries to rally. Moreover, it warns you that a group of
BITS is forming at position (1400, 1371). To retrieve
these units, command your two units to meet up
with their respective groups.” In this mission the
conditional control structure is introduced to give a
target position to each unit according to their type
(BYTE or BIT).

(iii) Mission 3. “All units you control are weakened. You
must repair them before starting a counter attack.
A report indicates that an ASSEMBLER is posted at
the position (256, 1024). Find it and it will help
you.” In this mission the iterative control structure
is introduced to iterate through each unit and move
them on the right position. Algorithm 2 shows a
solution.

(iv) Mission 4. “You found an ASSEMBLER. Use it to
repair your weakened units.” This mission is the
most complicated and requires overlapping iterative
and conditional control structures. The player has
to iterate through each units and commands the
ASSEMBLER to repair a unit if this unit is weakened
and if the ASSEMBLER is inactive.

(v) Mission 5. “All units are repaired. Now it is time to
fight back. The mouse device is positioned at (1056,
256). Good luck commander”. This mission goal is to
reward students with a simple fight.

7.2. Skirmishes. When students finish the campaign, they can
write their own AIs and use them during skirmishes. Here
are some examples of strategic AIs which could be written by
students and give an “in-game” asset to the player: “Search
for opponent” to quickly find the enemy in order to adapt
one’s strategy to the adversary’s; “Create a mine field” which
may slow down opponents’ expansion in order to give more
time to develop our own strategy; “Repair” using specific
units to keep strategic units in good health; “Withdraw” to
protect units when facing a stronger opponent. All these
examples support a part of a player strategy and let him/her
take charge of the rest, and therefore play the game at the
same time.

Algorithm 3 shows the algorithm of “search for oppo-
nent” where units search for the enemy. Random target areas
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program mission3
glossary

Unit u
Position p
Counter c

begin
openGame()
p.x← 256
p.y← 1024
for c← 1 to numberUnits() do

u← getUnit(c)
giveOrder(u, MOVE, p)

endFor
closeGame()

end

Algorithm 2: Mission three algorithm.

are computed to move each unit until an enemy is found. It
uses library subroutines, like “giveOrder(u, MOVE, pos)” to
move the unit “u” to the position “pos.” Usually, the player
does this with the mouse and has to select each unit one by
one, a long and tedious process. The loop allows the player
to perform this operation automatically. Moreover, while the
player is selecting the enemy units with the mouse, she/he
cannot carry out other tasks. With this program she/he can,
for example, develop his/her base while the program explores
the map.

7.3. Organization of the Course. Table 3 shows the schedule
of our teaching organization for our first experiment. Two
instructors supervise each session: one game specialist and
one computer science teacher. During the first session,
students play the game to familiarize themselves with it.
A discussion about what could be done to improve the
game and which are the most efficient strategies for winning
is initiated. The second session is a presentation of GEI.
The computer science teacher proposes that all students
carry out missions. The programming obstacles are dealt in
concert with the teacher. During the two next weeks, students
work autonomously but can call upon their instructors.
They have to develop their own AIs. If they have no idea
of what to program, a database of efficient algorithms is
proposed such as the “Search for opponent” algorithm. The
game specialist guides the students through different game
strategies to improve the playing sessions. The computer
science instructor deals with installations and programming
problems. The students are allowed to communicate with
each other. They can then elaborate alliances or cooperation
strategies, or simply help each other with programming.
When all the programs are completed and operational, the
third session occurs: students play using their own programs.
The game specialist teacher turns his attention to decipher
what really happened during the game: the role of the
programs, the activities of the students, and the strategies
used. This observation is the base of the last session: students
and teachers analyse games and try to find the reasons behind

program search-for-opponents
glossary

Position pos, map
Unit u
Boolean found
Counter c

begin
found← FALSE
openGame()
map← getMapSize()
while not found do

refreshGame()
// Check if an enemy is visible
if numberEnemies() > 0 then

// stop all units
for c← 1 to numberUnits() do

unitStop(getUnit(c))
endFor
found← TRUE

else
// give random target area to move for each unit
for c← 1 to numberUnits() do

// choose a random target area
u← getUnit(c)
if u.inactive then

// choose a random value between 0 and map.x
pos.x← randomValue(map.x)
// choose a random value between 0 and map.y
pos.y← randomValue(map.y)
giveOrder(u, MOVE, pos)

endIf
endFor

endIf
endWhile
closeGame()

end

Algorithm 3: “Search for opponent” algorithm.

victories and defeats. A discussion about the importance
of the programs is held. The learning objective is that our
students continue to use by themselves this serious game and
improve their programming skills.

This experiment will be conducted in our university this
year with novice students. To evaluate the process we will
use several indicators such as student investment, number,
quality and pertinence of the written programs, student
retention, gained skills and exam results. We also want to
evaluate the “feelgood” factor as defined in [30].

8. Conclusion

This paper deals with the compatibility between a serious
game and teaching programming. Serious games are more
and more popular and can meet learning objectives. On the
other hand, computer science students encounter a lot of
difficulties while learning programming. Some researchers
in computer science education develop programming envi-
ronments to encourage and retain students. Some of these
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environments can be considered as serious games but they
are not adaptable enough to validate our hypothesis in
regards to design experiments, which is why we decided to
build an adaptable serious game dedicated to programming.

As a basis for our serious game we chose to use an RTS,
because it is the most played game genre for our target
audience. Because it was not possible to develop our own
RTS engine, we decided to use the Spring game engine and
the Kernel Panic game. The implementation of the serious
game led to modifying the engine to enable an interactive and
secure programming activity through an API. The students
can command game entities with their own AIs and have
contests with their friends in the multiplayer mode. The
game can be adapted to specific programming languages,
and teachers can adapt the API to their own specification
subroutines. PF skills are mapped on the game through
missions. In order to validate the game, we designed a first
design experiment with our students.

The next step is to conduct this experimentation and to
adapt it to several contexts with different instructors and
students in order to apply the iterative process of design
experiments. The possible evolution of the serious game is
the introduction of teaching facilities, like Colobot, and in
order to keep pace with the rapid evolution of video game
standards, the use of another mod, or the integration of other
RTS game engines.

We hope that these experiments will show us the breadth
of teaching applications supported by our system as well as
the range of potential audiences and teaching methodologies.
Analysis of our experimentation will explore and resolve
potential issues concerning usability and effectiveness of
learning with serious games. At the same time, it will be
important to determine which skills are learned by students
when the campaign is finished and how users switch between
game play and coding elements. It would also be interesting
to evaluate this approach with another video game genre and
to compare it with our RTS-based serious game.
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1. Introduction

Realistic modeling of plant leaves has a long history in
computer graphics. This is partly due to their either beautiful
or colorful images, and partly they have a strong visual effect
on the audience. Many techniques have been proposed for
modeling the geometry or shape of leaves. Most of these
methods, however, just describe the shape of leaves formed
in normal natural conditions and do not account for the
shapes formed under stress, for example, curled or withered
leaves.

Additionally, there has been a great deal of previous work
on simulating motions of plant, including plant growth,
motion in the wind, and so on. But less work has focused
on modeling leaf surface deformation and simulating subtle
behaviors of plant, such as wilting of leaves suffering from
insufficient water supply. This paper presents a venation
skeleton-based deformation method for plant leaves and
aims to develop an approximately kinematic model of leaf for
simulating motions of plant leaves, especially wilting. Firstly,
an initial leaf skeleton is exacted from scanned image of leaf.
The leaf skeleton plays two roles: it is used to generate a
venation skeleton for later deformation; a geometric mesh
for the leaf surface is also constructed from the leaf skeleton.
Furthermore, a subdivision scheme is applied to generate
a detailed triangular mesh from the initial mesh, and each

vertex in the mesh is mapped to its nearest vertex in the
venation skeleton. Then the venation skeleton is deformed
interactively to desired shape. Lastly, the detailed mesh is
deformed according to the deformed venation skeleton.
Applications of our approach to simulate wilting plant leaves
with realistic results illustrate the flexibility and effectiveness
of our model.

2. Background and Related Work

2.1. Venation Patterns. Both the outline and venation system
of a leaf are essential in the recognition of plant species.
Various venation structures can be found in plant kingdom.
It is believed that venation patterns correlate closely with
the taxonomic groups of plants and the shapes of leaves.
Hickey [1] has given a classification for the leaf venation
patterns, in which pinnate venation and actinodromous
venation are two common found categories (see Figure 1).
Pinnate venation characterized by a single primary vein
(the midvein) being attached by several secondary veins; the
primary vein originates at the base and extends toward the
leaf tip. Whereas in actinodromous venation, three or more
primary veins diverge radially from a single point. Primary
veins support sequences of secondary (lateral) veins, which
may branch further into higher-order veins. The secondary
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Figure 1: Some examples of venation patterns: pinnate venation (a)
and actinodromous venation (b).

veins and their descendants may be free ending, which
produces an open, tree-like venation pattern, or they may
connect, forming loops characteristic of a closed pattern.

Although the interrelationships between topological or
geometric properties of the various leaf venation patterns
and functional aspects are far from being well understood,
it is believed that the leaf venation system brings various
functional properties. More information about this can be
found in [2].

2.2. Model Deformation and Motions of Plant Leaf in
Computer Graphics. Some researchers have endeavored to
generate curled shapes of plant leaves. Prusinkiewicz et al. [3]
provided a detailed representation of combining interaction
and parameterized algorithms for realistic plant modeling
and scene creation involving plants, including curled leaves.
Mündermann et al. [4] proposed a method for modeling
lobed leaves; curled surface of leaves could be generated by
using free deformation in their framework. Recently, Hong
et al. [5] proposed an interactive method for modeling
curled leaf surface. But it could involve excessive manual
interactions for generating a desired curled shape of leaf by
using their method. Studies on curvature of plant leaves from
biophysical perspective have raised the question of what role,
if any, genes play in controlling the curvature of leaves [6]. Yet
there are some researchers study waved or wrinkled pattern
in leaves with physical analysis [7]. But these may go beyond
our focus in this paper.

In aspects of modeling motions of plant, most work has
been done on modeling dynamic motions of tree in the wind,
such as the work demonstrated in [8]. Based on the fact that
plant growth is generally influenced by gravity and tropisms,
Jirasek and Prusinkiewicz [9] proposed a biomechanical
model for creating curved plant branches by using physically
based modeling. Hart et al. [10] extended their idea in
modeling plant growth considering physical properties of
the plant. Note that none of the above models simulated
leaves behaviors. Wang et al. [11] had simulated physically
the growth of a plant leaf; the physical model used in their
simulation is the governing equations of fluid mechanics—
the Navier-Stokes equations. But they just tested their model
in 2D.

Much work has been done on surface deformation.
And many techniques, such as multiresolution mesh rep-
resentations [12], skeleton-driven global free-form shape
deformations [13], and differential deformation [14, 15],
have been developed to help artists deform object shapes. But
none of these techniques has been tested by modeling leaf
deformation.

3. Overview of the Proposed Method

Figure 2 gives an overview how our proposed method works.
The modeling processes include constructing the venation
skeleton from a leaf image, deforming the leaf surface, and
so forth. These schematics label the transition processes
in uppercase letters, A, B, and so forth. The interactive
simulating system that we propose tries to strike a pragmatic
balance between processes that can be automated and those
that seem to require interaction to achieve the desired level
of realism. It has primarily been designed to support our
experimentation with interactive animation of leaf motions.

Each process will be detailed in the following sections.

4. Generating Venation Skeleton

The venation structure of a leaf plays a major biological
role in determining the leaf surface shape and controlling its
deformation; therefore, we use it to control the deformation
of a leaf blade. To generate the venation skeleton, currently
we consider an interactive method. In Figure 2, process A
and C illustrate the steps for generating venation skeleton of
a leaf.

4.1. Extracting a Leaf Boundary. We use a representation
of a leaf skeleton consisting of two boundary curves and a
midvein curve which consists of feature points, as shown
in the left of process A. These boundary curves can be
reconstructed from feature points in the boundary of a leaf,
while these feature points can be extracted automatically
from a scanned digital image by using a standard edge
detection algorithm, or obtained by using a 3D digitizer.

To meet the need of interactive design, the leaf skeleton
can also be constructed automatically with a parametric
method, in which the length of midvein, the width of leaf
blade, and the number of feature points are all initialized
with parameters.

4.2. Generating Venation Skeleton. The skeleton was origi-
nally introduced by Blum [16] for 2D shapes in order to
provide a symmetry-based shape representation for shape
perception and recognition. Recently the skeleton in 3D has
been studied in connection with a research on shape organi-
zation [17] and shape manipulation. Practical extraction of
the skeleton of a 3D shape is usually based on 3D Voronoi
diagram techniques [18].

For our needs, we develop an interface for generating
interactively venation skeleton from a leaf skeleton. As
Figure 2 shows (from process A to process C), the leaf
skeleton can be obtained from a scanned image; a venation
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Figure 2: Modeling processes.

skeleton is then generated from the leaf skeleton, and each
vein is segmented. The result of process C demonstrates a
generated venation skeleton consisting of one midvein and
four secondary veins; the black vertices string segmented
each vein into several line segments. The process of gener-
ating venation skeleton involves several manual interactions
including defining the start point and end point for each
vein, and specifying parameters for segmenting each vein.
Note that the venation skeleton is not unique. It can be
created according to actual needs. Users can decide how the
midvein crosses the leaf skeleton, and how many secondary
veins are attached to the midvein.

5. Leaf Surface Meshing and Banding

5.1. Constructing Leaf Surface. We have constructed a leaf
skeleton with two boundary curves and a midvein curve as
shown in Figure 2 (process A). To mesh the void area within
these boundary curves, we employ Delaunay triangulation
scheme, because it can deal with the problem of existing
concave area in the leaf blade, which is difficult to render
directly by simple polygon. For example, lobed leaves often
have irregular silhouette characterizing by a number of
concave outline. When using Delaunay triangulation, we can

use directly the feature points in the midvein and silhouette,
or extract a series of points from the midvein curve and
silhouette curves with a fixed interval. The mesh resulted
from process B of Figure 2 is generated from the result of
process A by using Delaunay triangulation scheme.

The initial mesh of a leaf surface generated by using
Delaunay triangulation is generally irregular and rough.
It is necessary to refine the mesh for later deformation.
Currently, we use a simple method to subdivide the initial
mesh. Generally each triangle can be divided into four
triangles. To meet users’ requirements of interaction, we
provide two parameters for the subdivision: one is the times
of iteration steps of subdivision, the other is the minimal
distance of an edge in the mesh. The iterations time is used
to control the number of iterations in the subdividing, while
using the constraint of the minimal distance for an edge
is to avoid generating too short edge. The lower figure of
process D in Figure 2 illustrates a mesh subdividing the initial
mesh shown in the upper figure at the same process with
iteration steps and minimal distance being specified 2 and
0.5, respectively.

5.2. Banding. The banding is to attach all the vertices in
the subdivision mesh to the initial venation skeleton of the
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Figure 3: Example of banding a leaf mesh to its venation skeleton.

leaf. The banding is based on the distance of each vertex
to the venation skeleton. In other words, each vertex in
the mesh is banded to the nearest vertex in the venation
skeleton. Figure 3 gives an example of banding a leaf mesh
to its venation skeleton which consists of a midvein and two
secondary veins.

6. Venation Skeleton-Driven Leaf Surface
Deformation

6.1. Mechanism for Controlling Movement of the Venation
Skeleton. Skeleton-based methods have been extensively
used for mesh deformation in computer animation and
computer modeling. In this method, two or more “bones”
meet at each joint, to control shape deformation. This allows
intuitive control, naturally describing the way in which many
objects, for example, animals, deform the muscles and other
tissues follow motions of the underlying bones.

Traditional skeleton-based methods commonly require
a tedious process of weight selection to obtain satisfactory
results. Note that the natural deformation of plant leaves
is different from the deformation of humans’ or animals’
organs, and spontaneous motions of a leaf blade are relatively
simple. The most regular motions of plant leaves which can
be seen by our naked eyes are curling and wilting. So we can
constraint the movement of vertices in the venation skeleton
for simulating the movements of leaves. The major goal
of our approach is to develop an approximately kinematic
model for simulating these motions of plant leaves.

For our needs, we restrict the movement of each vertex
in the venation skeleton by rotating it around a fixed vector.
Figure 4(a) illustrates how a venation skeleton works. For
convenience, the venation skeleton includes a vein only,
which consists of four segments. The light black vertex serves
as the root node. Note that the movement of a leaf blade is
always downward during its wilting, as such each joint in the

Vi

VN

V(t)

Vi −1

VM

θ

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: How the venation skeleton works. (a) The movement
trajectory of a skeletal joint; (b) child joints follow the parent’s
movement.

skeleton segment does spherical movement. Take vertex Vi,
for example, vector Vi−1Vi will align gradually vector Vi−1VN

during wilting, in which Vi−1VN is a downward vector
reverse to Z-axis, while vector Vi−1VM is perpendicular to
the plane which contains vector Vi−1Vi and Vi−1VN . To the
movement of vertexVi, it can be looked asVi is rotated round
vector Vi−1VM .

To obtain a motion sequence of a vertex in a skeleton,
the simplest method is to rotate the vertex with a fixed angle,
such as θ in Figure 4(a), and the angle is given commonly
by the users. But a conventional method is using inverse
kinematics [19]. We have mentioned before that a vertex
in the skeleton will do spherical rotation during the wilting
of its corresponding leaf surface. As Figure 4(a) illustrates,
we can calculate the new position of vertex Vi by using the
following parametric equation:

V(t) = k(t)∗ (Vi + t ∗ (VN −Vi
))

, (1)

where k(t) = |Vi|/|Vi + t ∗ (VN −Vi
)| (0 ≤ t ≤ 1). Further,

the motion sequence of Vi can be obtained by increasing
parameter t. This may simplify the rotation operation. Note
that vector Vi−1VN needs to be recalculated when vertex Vi−1

is repositioned, but it is always downward.
And also, all child segment of a vertex in the venation

skeleton will follow the movement of the vertex; this can be
done by passing a displacement and rotation angle to its child
vertices when the vertex is being rotated. Figure 4(b) gives
results of rotating four vertices in a skeleton successively, in
which the blue is the rotated vertices while the red is the base
point.
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Figure 5: Photo of a real wilting cucumber in greenhouse.

6.2. Leaf Surface Deformation. We have detailed the mecha-
nism for controlling movement of the venation skeleton and
methods for constructing the leaf mesh in our approach.
The last step is to deform the leaf surface according to the
deformed venation skeleton. This process can be illustrated
as process F in Figure 2.

Firstly all the vertices in the subdivision mesh of the leaf
are banded to the initial venation skeleton. Then the initial
venation skeleton is deformed by using the method described
in Section 6.1. For example, at process E, we can generate the
shape of the venation skeleton shown bottom in Figure 2E
from the initial skeleton shown top in Figure 2E (with
different number of joints in each vein). Lastly the position
of each vertex in the mesh is recalculated according to the
new coordinate of its banded vertex in the venation skele-
ton. The left-bottom figure in Figure 2 shows the resulted
mesh.

The right-bottom figure in Figure 2 illustrates the ren-
dering result. The texture mapping is calculated before the
deformation, and no need to remap after the deformation.

It needs to be noted that the number of joints in each
vein in the venation skeleton will influence the effects of
deformation. It is easy to imagine that the larger the number
of joints is, the smoother the deformed surface will be.
And large deformation needs large number of joints. But
larger number of joints in the venation skeleton also means
more computation and more difficult controlling over the
deformation. In our experiments, we find that pleasing visual

(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 6: Simulated shapes of wilting cucumber leaf: (a) initial
shape, (b) medium wilting, and (c) acute wilting.

effects of the simulated wilted leaves shape can be achieved
when the number of joints in each vein is not smaller than
4. Users can also obtain a satisfactory result by interactive
experiments.

6.3. Constraints and Collision Detection. Constraints and
collision detection are usually the common issues in surface
deformation. For constraint, we have stated that each
vertex in the venation skeleton can rotate around a fixed
vector. Additionally, the rotation needs to meet some extra
constraints. For example, the leaf surface will be always
drooped during its wilting. In simulating the effect of wilting
leaf surface, a vertex in the leaf mesh could not be rotated
after it had reached the maximal drooped distance. When
simulating curling of a leaf, it needs to avoid overlap of the
leaf surface. This can be done by keeping the included angle
of two adjacent line sections on each vein being larger than a
predefined angle.

Collision detection and response is usually the most time
consuming process for the overall simulation. Currently we
just consider a collision detection to avoid self-intersect in
the deformation. During deforming a leaf mesh, each han-
dling currently vertex needs to be checked if its movement
will pierce some triangle in the mesh. Piercing means that
there is intersection in the triangle mesh. If no piercing
occurs, no response is made. If there is an intersection, then
we calculate a maximal displacement from the precalculated
displacement for the vertex to move to avoid intersection,
and correct the displacement of corresponding vertex in the
venation skeleton.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7: Three stages of a wilting cucumber plant: (a) none wilting, (b) slight wilting, and (c) acute wilting.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 8: A skeleton structure of watermelon leaf and modeling
effects: (a) venation skeleton and mesh, (b) initial leaf shape and
(d) three simulated wilting effects.

7. Applications and Discussion

We implemented our algorithm for venation skeleton-driven
leaf surface deformation in C++ on a PC with a 2.8 GHz
Pentium D processor and a NVIDIA GeFore 7900 GS
graphics card, and used OpenGL to render the results. In this
section we report the modeling results.

Firstly we simulate wilting effect of a plant leaf. The
plant used in this experiment is cucumber. Figure 5 shows
a photo of a real wilting cucumber in greenhouse. In our
experiment, we first simulate the wilted effect of a cucumber
leaf. As shown in Figure 6, Figure 6(a) is the initial shape of
the simulated leaf surface while Figures 6(b) and 6(c) are

two deformed results corresponding to two different levels of
wilted leaves. The initial leaf surface is created interactively
from a scanned image within 3 minutes, with 187 vertices
and 286 triangles. The iterations time for subdividing the
leaf surface is specified to 0. In this experiment, the venation
skeleton consists of a midvein and two secondary veins
parameters for segmenting these veins are 20, 4, respectively,
and the total time for simulating the leaf wilting is 8 seconds
with 22 frames.

We then use the venation skeleton model to simulate
the process of a cucumber wilting. Figure 7 demonstrates
the simulated results, in which Figure 7(a) is the initial
shape, Figure 7(b) simulates a slight wilting leaves, and
Figure 7(c) simulates an acute wilting one. This initial plant
is created within 5 minutes by using an interactive interface
that we have developed for designing crop structure. The
number of vertices and triangles of this model are 4082
and 6150, respectively. We use three instances of leaf surface
in the cucumber model, and the venation skeleton in each
instance is different from each other, but with the same
number of veins (three). The venation skeleton is deformed
automatically by rotating the vertices in the venation skeleton
downward from the boundary to root of the leaf, by using
(1), and the above leaves start wilting later than the lower
leaves do, whereas the speed of wilting can be adjusted
by modifying parameter t. This simulation consists of 300
frames and runs for approximately 2 minutes.

The second application example is simulating a water-
melon leaf wilting. Watermelon leaf is a typical lobed leaf.
We use a venation skeleton shown in Figure 8(a) to control its
deformation of the leaf blade. The venation skeleton consists
of one midvein and four secondary veins, and the parameter
for segmenting the midvein is specified to 30; parameter for
segmenting secondary vein is 10. The initial shape of the
leaf is shown in Figure 8(b), which contains 239 vertices and
316 triangles, while Figure 8(c) demonstrates three wilting
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 9: Comparison of modeling watermelon leaf with different parameters: (a) the parameters for segmenting the midveins is 10,
iterations time is 0; (b) the parameters for segmenting the midveins is 20, iterations time is 1; (c) the parameters for segmenting the midveins
is 30, iterations time is 3.

effects, respectively. We do not apply subdivision to the mesh
of the leaf surface (the iterations time is 0), but the results are
plausible.

To test the influence of the iterations time for subdividing
leaf surface to the simulation of leaf wilting, we make an
experimental comparison, and the simulated results can be
seen in Figure 9. It can be concluded that the larger the
iterations time for subdividing, the smoother the simulated
wilted leaf surface.

The above application examples demonstrate that the
proposed venation skeleton-driven approach for simulating
wilting of leaf surface is effective and flexible. All of these
simulations are running in real time. It can generate realistic
effects of wilted leaves similar to natural shape. Currently
generating the venation skeleton is manual and interactive
in our framework, and controlling the motions of leaves in
the scale of a plant is still simple. In fact, leaves wilting may
be a natural response for plant adapting to the environment
basing on their inner state. An attractive area for future work
might involve combining our dynamic modeling technique
with physiological model of the leaf. In addition, we just
consider a single plant or a leaf in our framework. It is
desirable to simulate the motions of plant leaves in an
ecosystem scale.

Compared to previous related work on modeling shape
of plant leaves, in our knowledge, our method is a first
attempt to model plant leaves wilting in computer graphics.
The proposed approach cannot only generate wilted leaves
shape, but also simulate the wilting process of a plant.
This provides an intuitive mechanism for animating subtle
motions of plant.

8. Conclusion

We have presented a model for modeling wilted leaf surface
and simulating motions of plant leaves. This model deforms
a leaf surface by driving a venation skeleton which is
embedded into the geometric mesh of a leaf. The venation
skeleton can be created from any polygonal mesh of leaf
surface, whereas the polygonal mesh can be captured from
real leaves, which makes it easy to create highly realistic

leaf appearance models. Currently generating the venation
skeleton is manual and interactive in our framework, and
with a parametric method.

We have demonstrated our model by simulating wilting
of a cucumber plant and a watermelon leaf. But it needs to
be noted that motions of plant leaves would result from a
series of complex reasons, which are difficult to be revealed
and simulated, as such mechanism of motions of plant leaves
is not easy to model. The leaf deformation model presented
in this paper is an example of a model that provides intuitive
control for simulating of some motions of plant leaves.
An exciting area for future work is the development of a
framework for virtual agronomic experiment for broader
classes of plants.
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